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Abstract 
The research presented m this thesis is highly mathematical in nature The maJonty of my 
research is based on a novel approach used by Rashba [1] to solving equatIons which can 
be reduced to a particular form and solved in terms of ellIptic integrals. In 1994 Rashba 
showed that a critical length for self-trapping of a one-dimensional ring system occurs which 
depends on the electron-phonon couplmg constant g. I have extended this work to consider 
an open-ended system, in which the boundary condItions are different to that in the periodic 
system, and discovered that indeed a critical length for self-trappmg also occurs in this case. 
Additionally, exact solutions are sought to the Gmzburg-Landau equation which may find 
applicatIOn is many areas of physics, for example, superconductivIty, magnetic properties 
and physical propertIes (such as melting of a material) depending on whIch type of phase 
transition is mvolved for each case. Specifically, I have found that the critical tempera-
ture for superconductIvIty in a quasi one dimensional nanowlre undergomg a second order 
phase transitIOn IS lower than is expected for systems of restncted sIze. Suppression of the 
critical temperature has been found previously by Sobnack and Kusmartsev in 2000 [2] for 
superconducting disks. 
In order to begm to apply the mathematical results to a more physical SItuatIOn, I have 
developed a numerical programme usmg Mathematica which can be used to model the same 
systems as the exact calculations By comparmg the results of the exact calculations and 
the programme it is possIble to judge whether the programme does in fact prOVIde SUItable 
agreement WIth the exact results and therefore whether it can be used to model other systems 
which cannot be solved exactly (for example, systems m two or three dimensions, such as 
quantum wells) The compansons between exact and numerical results produce a good 
agreement, and therefore the programme can be scaled to model other systems of confined 
geometry. 
ii 
My research lays the foundation for application of the ground state energy results I have found 
to adiabatic quantum computing. The systems I have studied would need to be extended, 
incorporating slowly changing external factors such as the coupling of two nanowires which 
may affect the evolution of the quantum system over time so that the system can evolve from 
a known state to an unknown state, which is the basIS for adIabatIc quantum computmg. 
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Preface 
1 
0.1 Quantum Computation and Quantum Information 
The motivation for this thesis is due to develop 109 technology, particularly m respect of 
silicon chip technology used by the modern computers of the late 20th century to the present 
date, in which the size of components are becoming increasingly small For mesoscopic and 
nanoscopic components to be used effectively, it will be necessary to continue to develop an 
understanding of quantum effects, and how quantum mechanICs can be exploited to process 
mformation in an essentially new and mherently probabilistic, quantum-mechamcal way. 
Classical computers perform binary operations on 'bits', which can be encoded in one of two 
possible states: 0 or 1. A quantum bit, a 'qublt', utilizes the fact that until a measurement 
is performed to determine what state the qubit is in, it remains in a linear superposition 
of all possible states' alO} + bI1}. Seemingly then, an operation may be performed on all 
possible states of n qUlbits at the same time In reality, not all results of this operation 
can be accessed, as some results cancel each other out due to destructive mterference. The 
results which interfere constructively will yield solutions which have a certam probability of 
bemg the correct solution to the problem. Measurement of the post-operation state of the n 
qubits will result m collapse of the wavefunctions, as one would expect from a knowledge of 
quantum mechamcs. Usually It will be pOSSible to check whether this solution IS m fact the 
correct one. If It is not, one can perform the operation again on n qubits. Agam the solution 
will only be correct to within a certain probability, however it is probable that the correct 
solutIOn will be found Within a few performances of the operation. 
One of the first quantum algorithms to be proposed was by Deutsch and Josza m 1992 [3]. 
This algonthm is in fact deterministic, always producing the correct answer With probability 
one, and determines whether a function is constant or balanced usmg quantum superposition 
and entanglement and IS more efficient than usmg clasSiCal algorithms. 
Another quantum algorithm of importance was proposed by Grover III 1996 [4] whICh provided 
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a quadratic speedup for searchmg an unsorted database, although, like most other quantum 
algorIthms, this is probabilistic. 
Phenomena such as this could have a big Impact on certain aspects of computing. For 
example, the problem of factOrization IS notoriously dIfficult for very large numbers involving 
hundreds of dIgIts. We exploit this fact in cryptography, in which only people who know 
the factors of a number (the 'key') will be able to access secure information However in 
1994 Shor proposed a quantum algOrithm [5] whIch would render our cryptography systems 
useless' he was able to prove that a quantum computer (if one could be bUIlt) would have the 
potential to factorize very large numbers in real time. Of course, the outcome of performmg 
the algorithm WIll only be probab!listic (in fact one would YIeld the right answer 50% of the 
time), however it is very simple to check if two numbers are factors of a larger number by 
the simple algorithm for multiplication. 
Aside from being able to easily solve exciting problems such as factorization, it has been 
suggested that quantum computers would be the most natural tools for simulating other 
quantum systems 
In order to bUIld a quantum computer it is necessary to determine what the basIC bUlldmg 
block, i e a qublt, should be made from. There are many suggestIOns however no conclUSIve 
answers yet. Essentially any two level system is a candidate for being a qublt. the ground 
and eXCIted state of an atom; dIfferent spin orientatlOns of an electron; fullerene buckyballs; 
quantum dots, Josephson Junctions. Each of these seems to fulfil most criteria but fails on 
at least one, e g the decoherence time IS too short to perform an operation and measure the 
result Research into potential qubits is an ongoing and actIve area of research. 
My research has ItS basIS m quantum dots, which are regIOns inside semiconductor crystals 
whose sizes are only 2 - 10 nanometres in diameter and contam typically 100 - 100,000 atoms 
Quantum dots confine electrons, holes or excltons (electron-hole pairs) to zero dImensions (to 
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a regIon on the order of the electron's de Broglie wavelength). Discrete quantized energy levels 
are a result of this confinement, and hence quantum dots are often called" artificial atoms". 
The precise means for confinement and the way the energy levels can be controlled via a 
change of size or shape of the dot are areas of recent research. 'IUnnel barriers are used to 
connect the quantum dots to conducting leads, and small applIed voltages in these leads can 
control the flow of electrons through the quantum dot, enabling accurate measurement of 
electron states m the dot. 
Entanglement of quantum dot qubits, coupled with suitable methods for performing opera-
tions, will potentially lead to quantum computation [6] - [9]. 
In order to be able to perform operations on a quantum dot qubit, it is necessary to be able 
to accurately descnbe its basic physical properties, such as its energy levels. My research 
begIns by describing quasi one dimensional systems (quantum nanowires) with the potential 
for numerically modellmg systems of other dimensions (for example, quantum wells in 2 
dimensions) . 
I was concerned initially with developing an exact solution for the ground state energy of 
self-trappmg m a quantum nanowue, Le. a one dimensional system of confined geometry 
(based on a novel approach proposed by Rashba m 1994 m which the periodiC solution for 
the self-trapping of a one dimensional ring system was found m terms of elliptic mtegrals, see 
sectIOns (1.1) - (1.3) [1]). 
Recognising that by simple manipulation the equations governmg the self-trappmg system are 
equivalent to those in many other areas of physics as hypothesized by Kusmartsev [ID], my 
research was focused on applymg the same elliptiC integral techmque to solvmg the problem 
of a quasi one dimensional superconductor of restricted geometry with second order phase 
transition. Furthpr work on first order phase transitions (With possible applIcations m the 
melting of quantum nanowlres) was also covered. 
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My research concludes with the development of a numerical programme which can be used 
to produce results which agree reasonably well with the exact results found using the elliptic 
integral techmque. The programme uses Variational Theory and exploits an optimIzation 
theorem (see sectIOn (1.6)). It solves the problem by using Lagrange multipliers (see sectIOn 
(1 7)) and reduces it to an eigenvalue problem [1OJ which can be solved by successIve Iterations 
of the programme whICh converge on a solution. The programme has a facIlity for improving 
the accuracy of the variatIOnal wavefunction chosen (by increasing the number of terms It 
contains). Furthermore It IS not limited to one dImensIOnal systems and and can be extended 
to produce solutions in 2 and 3 dImensions. 
0.2 Adiabatic Quantum Computing 
More recent developments in the field of adiabatic quantum computing provIde an exciting 
application for my research. AdiabatIC quantum computing consIders systems in which the 
evolution of the quantum system (whICh depends on the system's often destructIve interaction 
wIth the envIronment) is so slow that according to the Adiabatic Theorem, we may consider 
the system to always stay in its ground state, evolving slowly towards a solution. The 
implications are that common problems such as decoherence of quantum systems due to 
thermal noise will not occur if the system IS kept at low enough temperatures since the 
system doesn't get excited from its ground state. This is in contrast to classical systems whIch 
can change state no matter how slowly an external condItion may change. For example, a 
hqUld corresponding to the lowest energy state may become metastable with the solid state 
becommg stable when adiabatically mcreasing the pressure. It is due to these decohering 
transItions that building a large-scale quantum computer is provmg so difficult, however an 
adiabatic quantum computer may be able to overcome thIS problem. 
Problems which can be solved using adiabatic quantum computmg are generally optimIzation 
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problems, such as financial optImIzation, delivery of goods via several destmatIons (travelling 
salesman problem) and prediction of natural dIsasters such as earthquakes and tornados. All 
of these problems require modern supercomputers, which require exponentially more tIme 
when increasing the size of the system, and in the language of computer science, are known 
as NP-Complete problems (,NP' essentially meaning they are non-deterministic in polynomIal 
time, and 'Complete' meanmg they are the most difficult of all problems m the NP complexity 
class). It IS beheved that if a polynomIal-time algorithm can be found for one such problem, 
then this algOrIthm or a variant of It could be included within another algorithm to solve all 
other NP-Complete problems in polynomial time No such classical algorithm has yet been 
found, however equally, it has not been proved that the set of NP-Complete problems is in 
fact mtractable on a classical computer 
As previously dIscussed in section (0 I), a quantum computer will carry out calculatIOns SI-
multaneously, hke parallel computers but WIth infimtely more parallels, and therefore could be 
vastly more powerful, potentially solving problems m polynomial time whiclt have previously 
been considered to be intractable problems for classical computers when the input becomes 
too large. Quantum systems are however inherently probablhstic and therefore success re-
sults for quantum algorithms are gIven to a degree of probability Farhl et al [11] applied 
a quantum adIabatic evolution algorithm to random instances of an NP-Complete problem, 
that of Exact Cover with a unique satlsfymg assigument (whIch they believed to be the most 
dIfficult Exact Cover case to solve, an example of which are the Su Doku problems m whiciJ 
each cell must contam only one number, and the possibility for that number IS constrained 
by each row, column and box containing that number exactly once), and determmed that 
the quantum algOrIthm succeeds in a time that grows only quadratically WIth the length of 
the input. The simulation of this problem using a classICal computer restricted the input 
size to a maxImum of only n = 20 bIts TheIr data for the median tIme to achieve a success 
probabihty of 1/8 (which was arbitrarIly chosen) for 10 :$ n :$ 20 shows a quadratic fit within 
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the tolerances of 5% error bars, which they believe may reveal the asymptotic behaviour of 
this algorithm. They also showed that the 10th worst and the worst probabilities for each n 
do not seem to decrease appreciably with increasing n and that any probability of SucceSS 
which does not depend on n can be achieved within a fixed number of repltitions. According 
to Farhi et ai, the fundamental principle of the quantum adiabatic evolution algorIthm IS 
that it operates in contmuous time by evolving a quantum state accordmg to the Schrodinger 
equation. This contrasts with the conventional quantum computing algorIthm whICh consists 
of discrete unitary transformatIOns, i e. a series of steps towards the solutIOn rather than a 
smoothly changing evolution. 
Further advantages to adiabatic quantum computing is that some algorithms [12J provide 
even greater speed-up of NP-complete problems such as the Grover algorIthm, whICh searches 
an unsorted database with N = 2n Items. Schutzhold and Schaller [12J drew analogies of 
quantum algorithms to quantum phase transitions, in which they discovered that second-
order phase transitIOns are more advantageous in comparison to those of first ordpr. 
My research was concerned with calculating the ground state energy for certain quantum 
systems. By adiabatically changing one parameter it will be possible to look at the evolution 
of the ground state, from a known to an unknown solutIOn. Therefore a possible extension 
of my research could be by introducing a second nanowire which IS coupled to the first 
nanowire Adiabatically changmg their coupling could influence the evolution of the ground 
state. Building this up to arrays of nanowires will provide an application of my research to 
adiabatic quantum computing. 
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Chapter 1 
Fundamentals and Terminology 
8 
1.1 Self-trapping 
Thermal energy causes lattice sites to oscillate naturally about their equilibrium positions. 
These oscillations can propagate through the lattice effectively as a sound wave (Le. a 
phonon). The presence of an additional electron in an ionic lattice (a polaron) or indeed 
delocalised electrons in a cationic lattice, will create local lattice distortions around the elec-
tron (see figure (1.1 )). The interaction of the electron with the local lattice distortions can be 
called an electron-phonon interaction, and the electron's energy may be lowered as a result 
of this interaction. If the electron-phonon interactions become large enough and the lowering 
of the electron's energy due to the local lattice distortions is greater than the deformation 
energy in the lattice required to produce the trap, then this new state is more energetically 
favourable. Hence since the electron is not trapped simply by the potential well, but by the 
local lattice distortions created by its presence, we see that this state is self-induced and we 
can say that the electron becomes self-trapped [13], [14]. 
Figure 1.1 : © http://www. chemsoc.org/ exemplarchem/ entries/ igrant/ images/ latticedistortion.jpg 
May £007 Model to show how a 2D cationic lattice would distort in the presence of an 
electron. The local lattice distortions produced by the electron result in the electron 
becoming trapped. Hence we can say that the electron is self-trapped. 
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With particular reference to one dimenSional systems, It has been found by Rashba in 1994 
[1 J that a critical length (which depends on the strength of the electron-phonon coupling 
g) for self-trapping occurs in a one dimensional ring system with periodic boundary condi-
tIOns. In 1998 Wellein and Fehske found they could reproduce Rashba's result for a finite 
one dimensional Holstein system with periodic boundary conditions [14J, however they also 
proposed that there IS no critical length and coupling if the system has open ends, as m the 
case of nanowires. The results of chapter 2 (which are conducted using the same technique 
as Rashba's periodic results, that of solving in terms of elliptic integrals) provide theoretical 
eVidence that this is not the case' that mdeed a critical length for self-trappmg does occur 
for the case of a one dimensional nanowire and that it is dependent on the strength of the 
electron-phonon couplmg. 
Self-trappmg of holes and excltons (an electron-hole pair), in addition to electrons, has also 
been thoroughly researched theoretically, and more recently, experimentally as well The 
claim of the first direct observatIOn of electron self-trappmg in Ionic crystals was in 1993 by 
Nlstor, Goovaerts and Schoemaker [15J, although observatIOn of hole self-trappmg had been 
observed as early as 1957 [16J. 
1.2 Elliptic Integrals 
Historically elliptic integrals arose in connection with the problem of finding the arc length 
of an ellipse and were first studied by GlUlio Fagnano and Leonhard Euler. We define an 
elliptiC mtegral to be any functIOn f which can be expressed in the form. 
f(x) = [ R(t, P(t)) dt (1.1) 
where R IS a ratIOnal functIOn of ItS two arguments, P IS the square root of a polynomial of 
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degree 3 or 4 (i e a cubic or quartic) with no repeated roots, and c is a constant. 
Integral (1.1) can only be expressed in terms of elementary functions when P does have 
repeated roots, or when R(x, y) contains no odd powers of y. Clearly equation (1.1) does not 
simplify easily However the integrand can be suitably manipulated so that it can be reduced 
to a standard form that mvolves integrals over rational functions. ThiS provides a defimtion 
for elliptic integrals which IS easier to work with. 
An incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind, F(k, IL), has the followmg form: 
(1.2) 
where 0::; IL < 1f/2 and 0 < k < 1. 
An incomplete elliptiC mtegral of the second kind, E(k, IL), has the followmg form' 
(1.3) 
where 0::; IL < 1f/2 and 0 < k < 1. 
Complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, K(k) and E(k) respectively, are given 
by' 
K(k) = F(k,1f/2) 
(14) 
E(k) = E(k,1f/2) 
Figure (1.2) shows the form of the complete elliptiC integrals of the first kind and second 
kind, K(k) and E(k). 
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FIgure 1.2: Graphs showing the complete elliptic integrals, K(k) and E(k), produced using 
Mathematlca 
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1.3 Rashba's elliptic integral technique 
The motivation for Rashba's paper entitled "Cnticallength for self-trapping m one dimen-
sion" which was publIshed in 1994 [1] was that string shaped polarons were found to encircle 
the whole fullerene cluster C60 and hence possess maximal length. Rashba proved this non-
trivial result using a method which involved solvmg the Schrodinger equation usmg ellIptIC 
mtegrals The main result was that for a spatially restricted one dimensional system (a Circle 
of Circumference 21), a critical size for self-trappmg exists which depends on the strength of 
the electron-phonon couplmg m the system, lcr(g). 
There were some mistakes in the Taylor approximations that were calculated m the paper, 
corrections for which have been provided m appendix (A. 1). 
1.4 Phase transitions in systems of restricted geometry 
Superconductors are an example of a system which undergoes second order phase transitions. 
Although the physical properties for bulk superconductors have been researched experimen-
tally and are well known, it has been discovered that many things can alter these properties, 
for example vortex creation, dimenslOnality and disorder. 
A phase transitIOn dnven by spontaneous creation of vortex-anitvortex (v-a) pairs was discov-
ered which leads to the destructIOn of the superconductmg state in thm films at temperatures 
lower than their expected critical temperature. This phenomenon is known as the Berezinskl-
KosterlItz-Thouless (BKT) transition [17]. It has also since been discovered both theoretically 
[2] and expenmentally [18] that spontaneous generation of mdiVldual vortices rather than v-
a pairs in thin films leads to the suppression of superconductiVIty much earlier. In fact the 
superconductmg temperature is lowered by as much as 10% for thin disks of 2-20 microns 
in diameter (whereas only a small fraction of a percent is expected for the BKT transition 
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These results show that in two dimensional systems a suppression of the superconducting 
temperature eXists due to spontaneous vortex creation. 
Other factors, for example the crystalline structure, can also alter the critical temperature of a 
superconducting material. The crystalline structure of nanowires (one dimensional systems) 
can be controlled If they are grown using pulse electrodeposition (deposition through an 
electrolyte using electrodes). It has been found experimentally that the superconducting 
transitIOn temperature (Tc) IS slgmficantly lower for polycrystalline (comprised of lots of 
small crystals) wires compared with single-crystal wires (a continuous, unbroken sample With 
no grain boundaries) [19J. Bulk Pb has a Tc of 7.196 ± 0.006 K whereas the polycrystalline 
and single-crystal Pb nanowires have Tc = 5.93 ± 0.12 K and Tc = 730 ± 007 K respectively. 
The decrease in Tc for polycrystalhne nanowlres can be corroborated With other work which 
shows that the introductIOn of disorder mto low-dimensional superconductors weakens their 
superconducting properties [20J. The effect of dlmensionahty alone on the superconducting 
transition temperature has been researched m the crossover from two dimensional Pb wires 
into one dimenSIOn [21 J. Equally there is a depression of Tc from that for bulk superconductors 
to two dimensions (a thick film compared with a thin film) in the presence of disorder [22J 
Hence It should not be surpflsmg to discover that simply restricting the length of a one di-
mensional nanowire also leads to a depreSSIOn of the superconducting transitIOn temperature, 
as I discuss in chapter 2 and chapter 6 m which theoretical and numerical programme results 
respectively are detailed. 
The theory for the suppression of superconductiVity in one dimension uses a modified Gmzburg-
Landau equation (see section (1.5» for free-energy in a superconductor of restricted size and 
is manipulated usmg the elliptic integral method employed by Rashba [IJ (see section (1.3» 
to produce results for the free-energy, entropy, speCific heat and suppression of the critical 
temperature 
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1.5 Landau and Ginzburg-Landau theory [23] 
The Ginzburg-Landau theory (which was developed from an earlier theory of Landau) IS a 
phenomenologicaI theory I e. it is based on generally observed features of superconductivity 
and not on any particular mICroscopIC model. In particular It describes non-uniform regions 
of the superconductor, for example regIOns of fluctuatmg superconductIvIty 
Landau noticed that many phase transitions involve an ordermg process, in which case an 
order parameter can usually be defined For example the magnetIzation m ferromagnetism or 
the effective pair density in superconductivIty np (which we shall wrIte as the order parameter 
for superconductivity). For second order phase transItions we assume that at the Critical 
temperature Te a new mimmum of F(np} appears at np = 0, which moves to higher values 
of np as the temperature drops Also there is no distinctIOn at Te between the ordered and 
disordered states (I e. the superconducting and normal states) and np simply increases from 
zero as the temperature is lowered. Makmg an assumption that F(np, T} is an analytic 
function, Landau proposed that F could be expanded in powers of np and (T - Te). First 
expand F in powers of np to second order. 
1 2 F(np, T} = Fn(T} + a(T)np + 2{3(T}np + ... (15) 
In order to achieve a stable solution, a minimum, It must be the case that {3(T} is pOSItive 
for all temperatures, and smce we require the new minimum below Te it must be the case 
that aCT} < 0 for T < Te and that a > 0 for T > Te. Now we can consider expansions of 
a and {3 m (T - Te), the simplest solutions of whIch are for a ex (T - Te) and {3 a posItIve 
constant term 
The stable superconducting state can be found by calculating dF/dnp = 0, hence for T < Te 
we have 
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Cl< 
np=--/3 
which in turn gives us the eqUilibrium difference In the free energy density 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
where Fn is the free energy of the normal phase and F. is the free energy of the supercon-
ducting phase. A graph of F IS shown in figure (1.3). 
Fm 
F.~------------------------------~~ __ ~ T, T 
Figure 1.3. Graph to show the temperature dependence of the free energy F for second 
order phase transitIOns, where Fn is the energy of the normal phase and To IS the critical 
temperature. 
However, we cannot assume that F(np, T} can be expanded in powers of np and (T - To) as 
near To the fluctuations become very large and In fact To is a singular point in the energy 
and F can never be expanded in powers of To. Although the effects of these fluctuations 
are much smaller for the superconducting transition than for higher order transitions (since 
the electron pair sees an order parameter which IS averaged over a large volume) the Landau 
theory will only hold to within JiK of Tc. 
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In order to take these fluctuations into account, Ginzburg and Landau developed Landau's 
origmal theory based on some ideas from the London equatIons, whIch showed that a su-
perconductor behaves as though it is governed by an effective wavefunction..p. Hence they 
mtroduced ..p as a complex order parameter in which n" = ..p-..p. They also took into account 
the possIbIlIty of a non-umform sItuatIOn in whIch the free energy might have some depen-
dence on spatIal derivatives of..p. Omlttmg the magnetIc field and vector potentIal parts of 
this new equation, the equation for the free energy that WIll be used in the rest of this thesis, 
assuming ..p E lIt is 
(18) 
Hence the first term in the integral has the quantum-mechanIcal form for the kmetlc energy 
for the electron pairs. 
Referring back to the expansIon of the free energy F, equation (1.5), taking (3(T) < 0 produces 
an unstable solution and models first order phase transItions. Therefore a full treatment of 
first order phase transItions requires F to be expanded m powers of n~ to yield a stable 
solution. 
1.6 Variational Theory [24] 
If we know the exact form of the ground state eigenfunction <PI for an operator A in quantum 
mechamcs, then by calculating the expectatIOn value (A), we return the ground state energy 
elgenvalue El corresponding to <PI. 
(A) = J <Pi A<Pl dr = El J <Pi<Pl dr 
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(1.9) 
If we don't know the exact form of the ground state eigenfunctIon and mstead calculate the 
expectation value for a different wavefunctlOn ,p which satisfies the boundary conditions, we 
Will always obtain an energy eigenvalue f which is greater than El' 
Claim: f;::: El 
H*A,p dr 
f = J ,p*,p dr 
We can write ,p = Ln c"cPn where Ac/>n = Enc/>n. 
Hence by orthogonahty, J c/>~c/>n' dr = onn" we have 
J ,p*(A - EI),p dr = L c~c,,(En - El) ;::: 0 
n 
for normahzed elgenfunctlOns c/>n and since 1c,,12 ;::: 0 and En ;::: El. 
Hence 
for all wavefunctions ,p. 
The lower f IS then the better the estimate of El. 
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(110) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1 13) 
To exploit this theorem we start wIth some variational wavefunction which contains some 
parameters. 
(1.14) 
Then calculate ,(plo 1'2, .) and mmlmlze: 
8, 8, 
-=-= ... =0 
8p! 8P2 
(1.15) 
in order to find the best values of Plo 1'2, ... to use In this way we can guess the form of the 
wavefunctlOn to descnbe a system and obtain an upper limit to the ground state energy. 
1.7 Lagrange Multipliers 
The method of Lagrange multlphers IS used m mmlmlzatlOn or maximization problems which 
are subjected to certain constramts. We can reduce a problem of n vanables with k constraints 
to a solvable problem in n + k variables with no constraints. By introducmg an unknown 
scalar vanable (which we call the Lagrange multiplier) for each constraint and forming a 
lmear combination mvolvmg the multiplier as coefficients, we can then partially dIfferentiate 
this new equation with respect to both the original varIable and the Lagrange multiplier. The 
solutIOn to these equations wIll produce the solution to the ongmal optimization problem. 
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Chapter 2 
Self-trapping in a one dimensional 
nanowire of restricted size 
20 
2.1 Theory 
I wish to consider the self-trapping of an electron in a one dimensIOnal lattice of confined 
geometry. In particular I wish to consider whether a cntlCal length for self-trapping exists, 
and If it does, what it depends on (I e whether It depends on the electron-phonon coupling 
constant, g :::: 0). In order to restrict the system, an infinite square potential well can be 
introduced. When the electron-phonon couphng IS taken mto account and we consider a 
system of small lattice vibratIOns (m other words, a system m which the lattice ions are 
heavy with respect to the electron) so that the phonon frequency tends to zero, we obtain 
the following non-linear Schrodmger equatIOn which models the state of the electron [11: 
r.2 d21jJ 
--__ + V(x)'" g".3 = A'" 
, 2m dx2 , ~ -..::;.., 'I' (2.1) 
K YE Spatial Restriction Electron-phonon coupling metlc nergy 
where -I :::: x :::: I, >. is the energy eigenvalue of the electron and 
V(x) = { : 
Ixl :5 I (2.2) 
otherwise 
It can be seen that non-zero solutions to the Schrodmger equation (2 1) only exist for Ixl :5 I. 
The only possible solution in the region Ixl > I is 1jJ(x) = 0 Hence for continuity of the 
wavefunctlOn, we have the followmg boundary conditIOns' 
1jJ( -I) = 1jJ(I) = 0 (23) 
The followmg is a method for calculating the ground state energy of this system, which is 
based on the method employed by Rashba [11 in his paper concerning self-trapping on a one 
dimensional ring With periodic boundary conditions. 
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Considering fj2, m = 1 and only the region of non-zero solutions, Ixl ::; I, multiply equation 
(21) by d..p/dx and mtegrate with respect to x so that equatIOn (2.1) becomes: 
(2.4) 
where C IS a constant of integratIon 
The electron wavefunction has a maximum in the middle of the potential well for the ground 
state energy, i e ..pma. = ..p(0) , and since there are no nodes in the wavefunction for the 
ground state energy, it must be the case that ..p reaches its minimum values at the boundaries, 
..p(±l) = o. 
By substitutmg the boundary conditions (2.3) into (2.4) we can see that C ~ 0 for real-
valued wavefunctIons..p We also know that the maxImum m the wavefunctIon wIll occur 
when d..p/dx = O. 
Equation (2.4) can be factorIzed as follows. 
(25) 
where 
(26) 
Clearly since C ~ 0 and g ~ 0 it follows that a ::; 0 and b ~ O. The graph of (d1/J/dx)2 could 
have the shapes as shown In figure (2.1), depending on whether)' is taken to be posItIve or 
negative (either of whIch is permItted wlthm thIs model). 
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(doftldx)' 
(a)>'~O 
(dWldx)' 
(b». $ 0 
FIgure 2 1: Plots showmg the general shape of (dWdx)2 for>. 2: 0 (2.1a) and>' :5 0 (2.1b). 
These graphs were generated for arbitrary values C = 2, g = 1, >. = ±1 (for (2 la) and (2.1b) 
respectively) . 
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ThIS means that (\I>m..,? = b since the wavefunctlOn must be real valued, and therefore a is 
only used as a means of factorizatIon. 
Mathematical problems of this nature have often been solved In the past and the solution 
\I>(x) is the elliptic function cn, however derivations of this are not provided here SInce it IS 
the energy functIonal which is of more interest in this problem than the wavefunction. 
We assume that for the ground state of the electron the wavefunction wIll have the form as 
shown In figure (2 2) (Le. the derivative is negatIve for positive values of x) and hence by 
using separation of the varIables method on equation (2.4) and considering the case when 
x 2: 0 we arrive at an equation for the posItIon x In terms of the wavefunction \1>: 
difJ <0 
dx 
Figure 2.2: General form of the wavefunction showing negative derIvatIve for x > o. 
'" Cb du 2y gx = Ju [u(u-a)(b-u)p/' 
(2.7) 
where u = \1>2, F(p., k) is an elliptIc integral of the first kind (see section 1.2), and k (the 
elliptic modulus) and p. (the ellIptIC argument) are given by' 
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k= J b b-a (28) 
. -I (b-U)I/2 JL=sm --b (29) 
Since b ~ 0 ~ a we can see that k satIsfies the reqUIrements for the elliptic modulus, namely 
that 0 :'0 k :'0 1. Since 0 :'0 U :'0 b we can see that JL satisfies the requiremPllts for the elhptlc 
argument, namely that 0:'0 /.l:'O 1r/2. See appendix (A.2.1) for derivation of equation (2.7) 
We may arrive at the boundary conditIon equation (2.10) by considering the boundary case 
when x = I, and hence the lower lImit on the integral in equation (2 7) will become u(/) = 0 
From equation (2.9) this would mean that /.l = 1r/2 and F(1r/2, k) = K(k), a complete elliptic 
mtegral of the first kind. 
2vgl = 2K(k) 
v'b- a 
where the ellIptic modulus k IS as defined in equation (2 8). 
(210) 
We can obtam another relation by considering the normalization conditIon (see appendIX 
(A.2 2) for derivation): 
_ l!rb u du 
- Vi 0 v'u(u-a)(b-u) (2.11) 
where E(k) IS a complete elliptic integral of the second kmd and k is defined as m (28). 
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Combmmg expressions (2.10) and (2.11) yields the final form of the quantlzatlOn for I which is 
in terms of the elliptic modulus k and the electron-phonon coupling constant g. See appendix 
(A.2.3) for derivation. 
l(k) = 2K(k) (K(k)(k2 _ 1) + E(k» 
g (212) 
We can generate a graph of the wavefunction for this self-trapping system by combining the 
equations for position x and first quantizatlon (equations (2.7) and (2.10», giving 
F(!" k)1 
x = K(k) (213) 
Combmmg equatIOns for elliptic modulus and length (equations (28) and (212» we obtam 
an expressIOn for "'~ = b. 
(214) 
Generating the wavefunction plot starts by pickmg a value of the electron-phonon coupling 
constant g. After that, any particular chosen value of elliptic modulus k will yield different 
values of b and I. In this way, we can choose different k and build up a plot of the wave-
function for different sizes of system 21. For example figure (2.3) shows how the shape of the 
wavefunction changes for different sizes I: the blue curve corresponds to 1 = 1.04 (generated 
using k = 0 6), the red curve corresponds to 1 = 1.53 (generated using k = 0 7) and the purple 
curve corresponds to 1 = 3.37 (generated usmg k = 0 9). ±x can be found by calculating 
x for values 0 ~ '" ~ ..;r, and this list of coordmates can be plotted inversely to produce a 
graph for the wavefunctlon '" against position x. As 1 mcreases the wavefunctlOn IS flatter in 
the middle and less steep at the boundary. 
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ift(x) 
x 
Figure 2.3: Plot showing the shape of the wavefunction '" for g = 1. These graphs were 
generated for k = 0.6 (corresponding to I = 1.04, blue curve), k = 0.7 (corresponding to 
1= 1.53, red curve) and k = 0.9 (corresponding to I = 3.37, purple curve). As I increases the 
wavefunction is flatter in the middle and less steep at the boundary. 
Note that values of k were chosen in the range 1/V3 :'0 k:'O 1 for figure (2.3), as we will find 
it is necessary to impose this restriction (see page 31) . 
It is possible to use Mathematica to plot the graph of I as a function of k for a fixed value of 
coupling constant (see figure (2.4)). We can see that length is a non-negative monotonically 
increasing function of k. 
Equations (2.6), (2.8) and (2.10) can be combined to give an expression for the energy eigen-
value in terms of elliptic modulus k and size l. See appendix (A. 2.4) for derivation. 
(2.15) 
g' (2k'-1) ~ A(k) = 8(K (k)(k'-I}+E(k)J' 
where the latter expression for A(k) has been found by direct substitution of l(k) from equation 
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I(k) Length l(k) for restricted ID self-trapping 
15 
10 
5 
Elliptic modulus k 
02 04 06 08 
Figure 2.4. Length as a function of elliptic modulus k, for g = 1. 
(2.12). 
Clearly we have the following cases for A: 
A~O for 0:5k:51/v2 
A :5 0 for 1/v2:5 k :5 1 (2.16) 
A = 0 for k = 1/v2 
We can also obtain an expression (for real, normalized wavefunctions 1/1) for the total energy 
of the system J, in terms of k as follows: 
J(1/I) = J 1/IA1/Idx+ ~ J 1/I4dx (2.17) 
, , , I 
... .. 
=~ =U(1/J) 
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where the first mtegral corresponds to the energy of the electron, and the second integral 
corresponds to the lattIce relaxatIOn energy, U (Le. the deformation potential energy of the 
lattIce due to the presence of the negatively charged electron). 
Also by multiplying the Schrodinger equation (2.1) by ,p' and integrating with respect to x 
we can obtain an expression for A: 
(2.18) 
Therefore using equation (218), equatIOn (2.17) can be re-written as follows' 
(2.19) 
Using equation (2.18) we can relate U to A as follows. 
11' A U(,p) = - (d,pldx?dx--
4 -I 2 
(2.20) 
.. . 
. 
I 
We already have an expressIOn for A(k), however in order to calculate the total energy J usmg 
equation (2 17) we need to obtain an expression for U(k) We can do thIS by calculating the 
mtegral in equation (2.20) to obtain' 
J(k,l) =! J~,(d,pldxj2dx = ~~~I'[E(k) + (k2 -1)K(k)] 
(221) 
See appendIX (A.2 5) for derivation. 
Clearly J 2': 0 for all 0 ~ k ~ 1. 
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Usmg the following Taylor approximatIOns for ellIptic integrals. 
(222) 
"" E(l _ k' _ 3k') 
2 4 64 
we see that 
(223) 
and for A we have 
2 
A(k,l) "" ~2 (1 - 3k2/2) (2.24) 
and for the mtegral expression we obtam' 
(2.25) 
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Clearly we must also ensure that the lattice relaxation energy (deformation potential) IS 
non-negative too. When .\ :5 0 (I.e. when 1/0 :5 k :5 1) then we have U = 1-.\/2 ~ O. 
However when .\ ~ 0 we must find a restriction for the range of k to ensure that I ~ .\/2 and 
hence ensure the deformation potential is a physICal quantity. By substituting the expressIOns 
obtained for I (221), .\ (2.15) and I (212) into I ~ .\/2 we obtain the followmg condition 
for k: 
(2.26) 
This restriction on k actually imposes a critical length Icr which can be found using the exact 
equation for 1(1/V3) (equation (2.12)) or using the Taylor expansions (equation (2.23)). For 
the exact equation With g = 1, Icr = 0.951. Using the Taylor expansIOns and g = 1 gives 
Icr '" 0 822 Using Taylor approximation (2 23) we obtain the restriction on Ig as follows: 
11'2 
Ig > (Ig)cr '" 12 (227) 
Hence I have found that for Ig < 11'2/12 trapping of the electron occurs purely as a result of the 
potential well, however in the case Ig ~ 11'2/12 we find that the electron becomes self-trapped. 
In other words, when the coupling of the electron to the lattice becomes large enough, the 
electrons' own presence creates local lattice distortions which result in it becoming trapped 
by the lattice, and It is not trapped solely by the potential well. Hence we can also say that 
whilst the electron is trapped by the potential well for 0 :5 k < 1/ V3, It is only self-trapped 
due to its distortion of the lattice when 1/V3 :5 k :5 1. 
Wp can see from figure (2 5) and from pquation (2 27) that the cnticallength for self-trapping 
is smaller for larger values of coupling constant g and that the cntlcal length occurs at 
k = 1/V3. 
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/(k) Length l(k ) for restricted ID self-trapping 
20 
17.5 
15 
12.5 
10 
7.5 
5 
2.5 
L... __ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ Elliptic modulus k 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Figure 2.5: Length as a function of elliptic modulus 1/,;3 :5 k :5 I, for g = 1 (bottom curve 
in blue), g = 0.5 (middle curve in red) and g = 0.2 (top curve in black). 
Clearly we can now use equations (2.15), (2.17), (2.20) and (2.21) to obtain an expression for 
the energy functional J(k) of the whole self-trapping system: 
A(k) g2(2 - 3k2 ) 
J (k) = - 2- + I (k) = 24[K(k)(k2 _ 1) + E(k)J2 (2.28) 
which has an expansion of: 
J (k) "" ~{1 + k2 ((gl)cr - ~) } 
1612 91 2 
(2.29) 
It is now possible to pararnetrically plot a graph of total energy J (k) (equation (2 .28)), 
against length 1 (equation (2 .12)), for 1/,;3:5 k :5 1 (see figure (2.6)). 
Using equations (2.12) and (2.28) we can calculate the asymptotics for J (using k --> 1) and 
the x-axis intercept for 1 (using k = J2/3) for different values of the coupling constant. For 
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Figure 2.6: Energy J as a function of length I, for g = 1 (bottom curve in blue), g = 0.5 
(middle curve in red) and g = 0.2 (top curve in black). 
g = 1 the asymptotic is J (k = 0.999999) = -0.0417 "" -1 / 24 and the x-axis intercept is 
I(k = J 2/ 3) = 2.37, for g = 0.5 the asymptotic is J(k = 0.999999) = -0.0104 "" -1/ 100 and 
t he x-axis intercept is I( J2/ 3) = 4.75 , and for g = 0.2 the asymptotic is J (k = 0.999999) = 
-0.00167"" - 1/ 600 and the x-axis intercept is I( J2 / 3) = 11 .867. These results are tabulated 
in table (2. 1) along with other properties of t he graph. 
Table 2.1: Properties of the graph for energy, J(I ) 
g Asymptotic, J(0.999999 ) x-axis intercept, l( J273) lor'''",,' = 1(1/ J3) J (I,,.;,,,,,,,) 
1 -0.0417 2.37 0.951 0.553 
0.5 -0.0104 4.75 1.903 0.138 
0.2 -0.00167 11.867 4.757 0.0221 
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2.2 Conclusions 
The mam result from this research IS that a critical size for self-trapping in a one dimensIOnal 
nanowlre does eXIst and It IS dependent on the strength of the electron-phonon couplmg g For 
Ig < 7T2/12 trappmg of the electron occurs purely as a result of the potential well, however 
in the case Ig ~ 7T2/12 we find that the electron becomes self-trapped, meaning that the 
electron's own presence creates local lattice dIstortIOns which result in it becoming trapped 
by the lattIce. For larger values of the couplIng constant g, the critical size for self-trappmg 
ler is smaller. 
A similar result was found by Rashba in 1994 [I[ and by Wellein and Fehske in 1998 [14] for 
a ID ring i e a system with periodIC boundary conditions However Wellem and Fehske also 
proposed that no critical length exists for a one dImensional system with open ends I e a 
nanowire. The results of this chapter are to the contrary The critical size for self-trapping 
anses through necessity of the deformation potential energy to be pOSItive (i e. for it to 
increase the free-energy of the system). 
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Chapter 3 
Restricted quasi one dimensional 
superconducting nanowire: second 
order phase transition 
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3.1 Theory 
The Gmzburg-Landau theory is used as a basis for modelling a restricted quasi one di-
mensIOnal system (rather than the often-consIdered infimte system). I wish to consider the 
free-energy, entropy and specIfic heat of a second order phase transition m a superconducting 
quantum nanowlre. Exact solutIOns are sought in which I wish to see how the free-energy, 
entropy and specific heat will vary with length / (where the nanowire has overall size 2/ and 
is symmetrical about the origin), and with temperature, T. 
As dIscussed in section (15) the total free energy, F(,p), for real valued wavefunctions, ,p IS 
gIven as follows 
(31) 
where,p is the macroscopIC wavefunction (order parameter) of the superconducting system, 
/3 > 0 for second order phase transItIons, is constant and has a known value for any particular 
superconductor, et = A(T - Tc) < 0 for a constant A > 0 and T < Tc in the superconduct-
ing phase, where Tc is the phase transItIon temperature for the particular superconducting 
material under consideratIOn. We also have ",2 = np whIch IS the electron paIr denSIty Hence 
l ' ,p2dx = N(T) -I (3.2) 
where N is the total number of electron pairs m the condensate. N wIll be dependent on 
temperature and will be dIfferent for dIfferent sIzes of quantum nanowire, 2/. It is convenient 
to consider N as a parameter during most of the followmg formalism, although in reality it 
is a function of temperature When approprIate It WIll be remtroduced as a functIOn. 
The size of the system can be restricted usmg an infimte square potential, hence the following 
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boundary conditions are imposed for continuity of the wavefunction. 
,p( -I) = ,p(I) = 0 (3.3) 
It IS desIrable to make a mmimization of equatIOn (3.1) with respect to the macroscopic 
wavefunction ,p since the system will always try to occupy the most energetically favourable 
state. Since F(,p) is a functional (a function of a function), it is necessary to work in functional 
space and consider varIation of the functIOnal instead of the standard derivatives of functIOns. 
The steps used in the followmg calculation involve integration by parts and taking functional 
derivatives. See appendix (A.3.1) for derivation. 
(3.4) 
The last expression in equation (34) can be re-scaled by ,p = v'Nr/J and i3 = f3m/1i2 and 
it = Oim/1i2 so that we obtain the following simple quantlzation conditIOns. 
(35) 
Note that the last equatIOn has the form of a Normalization condItIon m this rescaled model. 
The boundary conditions now become 
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cP(-/) = cP(I) = 0 (36) 
This means that we have cPmaz = cP(O) and cPmm = cP(±/), since for the ground state there 
Wlll be no nodes in the function of cP. 
Now we use equations (35) and (36) (I e the mmimization of the total free-energy condi-
tlOns) and employ the elliptic integral method used by Rashba [1] in order to obtam expres-
sions for length, 1 and constant a, and subsequently T, N, free-energy F, entropy Sand 
specific heat c 
Multiply equation (35) by dcP/dx and mtegrate With respect to x so that the first equatIOn 
in (35) becomes' 
(3.7) 
where C IS a constant ofmtegratlOn. By substituting the boundary conditions (3 6) mto (3.7) 
we can see that C ;::: 0 for real-valued functIOns cP Hence It is clear that this new constant C 
is a measure of the gradient of the wavefunction at the boundaries of the system For ground 
state systems the maJomum m the wavefunctlOn will occur when dcP/dx = O. 
Equation (3.7) can be factorized as follows' 
(3.8) 
where 
-a - Ja2 - {mC 
a= _ 
PN (3 9) 
-a+ Ja2 - [mc b = _ 
PN 
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Clearly smce C 2: 0, N 2: 0, /3 > 0 and a < 0 It follows that 0 :;; a :;; b. Hence the graph of 
(drf;/dx)2 has the following shape. 
(drfJ/tlxi 
FIgure 3.1: A plot showing the shape of (drf;/dxj2. Accordmg to equatIons (37) and (38), 
the x-axis mtercepts are at -Vii, -fa, fa and Vii respectively. Since rf; is real valued, the 
negative region on the graph is forbidden. Hence we can see that only the region 1rf;1 :;; fa is 
valid for real wavefunctlOns rf; E IR and hence (rf;m",,)2 = a. 
Clearly (rf;m",,)2 = a smce the value for (drf;/dxj2 is negative between fa and Vii and between 
- Vii and - fa and therefore these regions cannot be used in the following calculations as 
they correspond to complex values of drf;/dx. We can stIll use both a and b however as a 
means for factorizing equation (3.7) without any problems. 
By using separation of the variables on equation (3.7) and considermg the case when x 2: 0 
we can arrIve at an equatIOn for position in terms of rf;: 
2xJ/3N ro du = Ju [u(u o)(u b)p)2 
(3.10) 
_ 2(K(k)-F(y,k)) 
- Vb 
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where U = ",2, F(JL,k) is an ellIptic mtegral of the first kind, K(k) is a complete elhptIc 
integral of the first kind, and k (the elliptic modulus) and JL (the elhptic argument) are given 
by: 
k=~ (3.11) 
( U)I/2 JL = sin-1 a (3.12) 
We see that in order for k to satisfy the requirements for the elhptic modulus, namely that 
o < k < 1, stnct mequahties must be imposed 0 < a < b. Since 0 ::; U ::; a we can see that JL 
satisfies the req1llrements for the ellIptIC argument, namely that 0 ::; JL ::; 1'/2 See appendix 
for denvatlOn of equation (3.10). 
We may arrive at the boundary condItIOns equatIon (3.13) by considering the boundary case 
when x = I and hence the lower hmIt on the integral in equation (3 10) WIll become u(l) = O. 
From equation (3.12) thIS would mean that JL = 0 and hence F(O, k) = 0 Therefore the first 
form of the quantizatIon IS gIven by: 
(3.13) 
where K(k) is a complete elliptIC integral of the first kind and the elhptic modulus k IS as 
defined m (3.11) 
We can obtam another relation by conSIdering the condItion similar to normalizatIOn. See 
appendix (A.3 3) for denvatIon 
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_ 1 r a udu 
- \/liN 10 [u(u_a)(u_b)]i/l 
= .liL(K(k) - E(k)) 
..jJiN 
(3.14) 
where u = </>2, K(k) IS a complete elliptic mtegral of the first kmd, E(k) is a complete elhptlc 
mtegral of the second kind, and k IS defined as in (3.11). 
Combining expressions (3 13) and (3.14) Yields the final form of the quantlzatlOn for I whICh 
is in terms of N and the elliptic modulus k and is dependent on the constant /3. See appendix 
(A 3 4) for derivation. 
I(k, N) = 2~(k) (K(k) - E(k)) 
(3N 
(315) 
A simple plot of I(k), m which we assume /3N > 0, shows that I(k) is a monotonically 
increasmg functIOn of k (see figure (3 2)) However, the expression for length, equatIOn (3.15), 
is dependent on N which is itself dependent on temperature T accordmg to our model. We 
would expect N to be a monotonically decreasing function of temperature as T mcreases from 
T = 0 to T = Tc. When T = Tc we would expect the number of charges in the condensate 
to be equal to zero, (N = 0) As T decreases to T = 0, we expect N to increase until it is 
maximal at T = O. Clearly we need to obtain more mformatlOn about the dependence of N 
on temperature T, and its maximal value Nmc.x. 
Assummg that Or = A(T-Tc)m/1i2 has a similar form as that of I(k, N), It will be possible to 
extract an equation for N m terms of T. Equations (3.9), (3.11) and (3 13) can be combmed 
to give an expression for the constant et m terms of elliptic modulus k See appendix (A.3.5) 
for derivation. 
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Figure 3.2: A plot showing l(k) to be a monotonically increasing functIOn of k. 
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ark, N) = -2 l(k) (k + 1) (316) 
This expressIOn confirms again that & < 0 for all 0 :$ k :$ 1. 
Usmg & = A(T - Tc)m/h2 we can rearrange equation (3 16) to get an expression for temper-
ature at first m terms of k and sIze I, and finally m terms of Nand k 
n2!3'N2(k2+l~ 
=> T(k, N) = Tc - BAm(K(k) E(k)2 
(3 17) 
It is possIble to rearrange equation (3.17) to obtain an equation for N in terms of k and T, 
thereby reintroducmg N as a function rather than just a parameter. 
N(T k) = 2(K(k) ~ E(k)) 
, h{3 
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2Am(Tc-T) 
(k2 + 1) (3.18) 
We can also now substitute this new expression for N (3 18) mto the expression for length 
(3.15) to obtain a new expressIOn for length in terms of k and T. 
k 2 + 1 
l(k, T) = IiK(k) 2Am(Tc _ T) (3.19) 
Taylor expansIOns for the expressions for length I, temperature T and number of charges in 
the condensate N (equations (3.19), (3 17) and (3.18)) can be obtained for small k usmg the 
followmg approximations' 
K(k) - rn / 2 dO 
- Jo y'l-k' ,m' 0 
(320) 
"" l!:(1 _ k' _ 3k') 
2 4 64 
Hence 
7r (k2 3k4 ) K(k) - E(k) "" - - + -2 2 16 (321) 
Also we have 
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(322) 
Ginzburg-Landau theory also defines certa10 characterIstic lengths associated with supercon-
ductors the first is a penetration depth which gives a characterIstic range of penetration of 
magnptic fiplds into the sllpprconductor; the second is the coherence length, ~, and is the 
characterIstIc dIstance over which spatIal changes (or quantum fluctuations) m 1/1 occur. In 
fact, the ratio of the penetration depth to the coherence length IS an important parameter m 
Ginzburg-Landau theory and determ10es whether a materIal IS a Type I or Type 11 supercon-
ductor [23]. The expression for coherence length appears in many of the Taylor expansions 
of phYSIcal quantitIes and is given as follows. 
2Am(Tc -T) (323) 
Us10g equatIOn (3 19) for length I we obta1O an expansIon to the lowest order in k for I at 
small k. 
(324) 
By rearranging (3.24) we obtain the following approximation for small k: 
(325) 
It is worth noting that the elliptic argument Jlo only materializes in equation (3.10). From that 
po1Ot onwards though, we encounter the elliptIC modulus k in every step of the calculations, 
therefore It IS important to consider the phYSIcal meaning of thIS parameter. Equation (3.25) 
gives some more physical meaning to the parameter k; it IS a function of the ratio of the size 
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of the system to a multiple of the coherence length. The threshold for the superconductmg 
region occurs at small k i e. as e -+ 21/ rr. 
Clearly, If it is to be superconducting the coherence length must always be smaller than the 
size of the system, i e. e ::; 21 (or within a factor of order 1) For low temperatures, T« Tc, 
the size of the quantum fluctuations is small compared With the size of the system i e. e « 21. 
However as T mcreases It is possible to see from the defimtion of e (3.23) that the size of 
the quantum fluctuatIOns increasrs. In other words, the normal phase fluctuations within the 
superconducting region gets larger. 
Now, at T = Tc, e -+ 00, and hence e »21 So in a restricted system, there must be 
some new cntICal temperature, T "",w' whICh is less than Tc (the critical temperature for 
superconductivity in an infimte system), and this will be the temperature at which the 
superconducting threshold occurs le. e = 21/rr. Heuce from (323) we can obtain thiS T"",w 
as follows 
21 - <rr - 7r _ / ", 
- '" - V 2Am(Tc Tcnew} 
(326) 
It is worth notmg that this new cntical temperature depends on the size of the system. 
Looking at equation (326), we see that if the system becomes very large, then T"",w -+ Tc 
as expected i e. in an infinite system, T c",w IS the same as Tc. As the size of the system 
gets smaller and smaller, the second term in the expressIOn for T c",w gets larger and larger 
and hence we obtain a T c",w < Tc. Looking at equatIOn (3.26), we would expect that any 
expressIOns for physical superconducting quantities such as free-energy, entropy and specific 
heat, will only be valid up to some T c",w < Tc when plotted against T and I. 
From equation (3.18) and expansions (3.20) - (3.22) we can obtain a Taylor expansion for N 
to the lowest order of k as follows' 
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N(k) = 2(Kl~-E(k» 
~/3 k2+J 
"" ;;; ;::: 0 'V k E [O,lJ 
(327) 
e decreases wIth decreasmg T until, at T = 0, e reaches its smallest possIble value Smce 
e < 21 in the superconducting state and the threshold for superconductivity occurs when 
21 = ?re we can define a critical value for size of superconducting nanowire 10. = (?r /2)e(T = 0) 
i e I> 10. = (?r/2)Yh2/2AmTc. 
Now we can start plotting some of the physical quantities associated wIth second order phase 
transItIOns of the nanowire to investIgate theIr dependences Firstly, we would expect that 
the number of electron pairs in the condensate, N(T), will be a monotomcally decreasing 
functIon whIch achieves its maxImum at T = 0 and is zero at T = Tc Figure (3.3) illustrates 
the dependence of N on temperature T 
Cl~arly the graphs in figure (3.3) agree in g~nPral with our expectatIon of a monotonically 
decreasing functIon N(T). In partIcular we notice that Nm• z = N(T = 0) mcreases as the 
size of the system increases However there are some peculiarIties wIth the graphs Firstly it 
becomes apparent that the number of points used to make these parametric plots affects the 
completeness of the curve, which is especially important at larger values of I FIgure (3.3a) 
clearly has less complete curves for I = 5 and I = 10 (purple and black respectively) than 
figure (3.3b). 
By considermg the equation for T(k, I) (equation (3.17)) we notice that small values of Tare 
dependent on K(k) bemg larger than I. When lIs small it is easy to achieve K(k) » I by 
simply choosmg a large value of k (smce K(k) is a monotonically increasmg function of k). 
However as I get larger It becomes necessary to pICk values of k very very close to 1. ThIS can 
be demonstrated both graphically (see figure (34» and in a tabular form (see table (3 1)). 
Another mteresting point of note IS that as I decreases the curves start at T(k = 0) < Tc = 10, 
reconfirming the predIctIon of a T Cn.w at small sIzes I from page 45. In fact we can now define 
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Figure 3.3: N plotted parametrically against T for 103 and 104 points (see figures (3.3a) and 
(3.3b) respectively) for parameter k in the region 0 :::: k :::: l. Arbitrary values of constants 
have been chosen: {J = 1, A = 1, /i. = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. The coloured curves are for I = 1 
(blue curve at the bottom), I = 3 (red), I = 5 (purple) and I = 10 (black curve at the top). 
Notice that the purple and black curves are much longer in (3.3b) than in (3.3a) , which is 
due to the number points used to parametrically plot these graphs. These graphs show that 
N is a mono tonically decreasing function as expected. The blue curve for small I also implies 
that some new critical temperature might exist. 
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Figure 3.4: Temperature plotted directly against k for arbitrary values of constants: (3 = 1, 
A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. The coloured curves are for I = 1 (blue curve at the bottom), 
1=3 (red), 1=5 (purple) and I = 10 (black curve at the top) . We notice that even as k -4 1 
the purple and black curves corresponding to larger values of I are still showing very large 
values of T . It can also be seen that as I decreases the curves start at T (k = 0) < Tc = 10, 
reconfirming the prediction of a T c"ew at small sizes l. 
T c"ew as the following: 
(3.28) 
We also notice from table (3. 1) that for small values of I the temperature function has the 
capacity to become unphysically negative. This arises because the temperature is a parameter 
describing variation of Or in this model and therefore scales with the constant A. However, 
instead of scaling A in order to make T positive for all k, I will impose plot range restrictions 
on all future graphs involving T so that only sections of the graphs which correspond to 
positive values of T will be shown. 
Since we know that N(T) is a monotonically decreasing function we would expect N(k) to 
be a monotonically increasing function of k. Figure (3.5) shows a plot of N(k) for different 
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sizes of system l. 
Table 3.1: Temperature for different 1 and k, T(k, I) 
T(l = 1) 
T(l = 3) 
T(l = 5) 
T(I = 10) 
N(k) 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
1 k = 0.9 1 k = 0.99 1 k= 0.999 1 k = 0.999911 
5.29318 -1.15466 -10.1902 -21.8645 
9.47702 8.76059 7.75665 6.4595 
9.81173 9.55381 9.19239 8.72542 
9.95293 9.88845 9.7981 9.68135 
N function 
k 
0.2 0.4 0.8 
Figure 3.5: Number of electron pairs in the condensate N plotted directly against k for 
arbitrary values of constants: i3 = 1, A = 1, h = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. The coloured curves are 
for 1 = 1 (blue curve at the top) , 1 = 3 (red), 1 = 5 (purple) and 1 = 10 (black curve at the 
bottom). 
We know that k ---> 1 corresponds to lower temperatures T and hence in general higher values 
N. For any particular k we have some temperature T. For larger values of 1 we know that 
T is higher (according to table (3.1)), hence we would expect that N would be smaller for 
larger values of 1 using the same value of k, which is exactly illustrated in figure (3.5) . 
So far all consideration has been for systems of fixed size I. If instead we consider the equation 
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for I (k, T ) (see equation (3.19)) we notice that I will reach an absolute minimum for k = 0 
and T = O. We use this observation to propose that there is in fact some cri t ical size ler for 
superconductivity to occur, and t hat for systems of size I < ler, electron pairs will be unable 
to form a condensate. We can define lcc as follows: 
"!J!;2 ler = l(k = 0 T = 0) = -
, 2 2AmTe 
(3 .29) 
Clearly, ler will be different for different superconductors since it is dependent on both A and 
Te which are constants unique to every superconductor. This corroborates the existence of 
ler discussed on page 46. 
We can generate a graph of t he wavefunction for this second order phase transition by com-
bining the equations for position x and fi rst quant ization (equations (3.10) and (3.13)), giving 
( F (J.l ,k) ) x = I 1 - K (k) (3.30) 
Combinjng equations for elliptic modulus and length (equations (3.11) and (3.15)) we obtain 
an expression for (j):na.x = a: 
(3.31) 
k' l«k ) 
"* a = 2I(l«k) E(k)) 
Generating a wavefunction plot for different temperatures T starts by fix ing a value for the 
size of system I. After that, any particular chosen value of elliptic modulus k will yield 
different values of T. Higher values for k correspond to lower temperatures since T (k) is 
a mono tonically decreasing function , which means that the number of electron pairs in t he 
condensate N increases, and hence a decreases since it is inversely proport ional to N. In 
t llis way, we can choose different k and build up a plot of t he wavefunction for different 
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Figure 3.6: Plot showing the shape of the wavefunction 4> for I = 5. These graphs were 
generated for k = 0.001 (corresponding to T = 9.95, blue curve), k = 0.99 (corresponding to 
T = 9.55, red curve) and k = 0.999999999999 (corresponding to T = 1.17, purple curve) for 
arbitrary value Tc = 10. As T decreases the wavefunction is flatter in the middle and steeper 
at the boundary. 
temperatures T. For example figure (3.6) shows how the shape of the wavefunction changes 
for different temperatures T: the blue curve corresponds to T = 9.954 (generated using 
k = 0.001), the red curve corresponds to T = 9.55 (generated using k = 0.99) and the purple 
curve corresponds to T = 1.17 (generated using k = 0.999999999999). ±x can be found by 
calculating x for values 0 ::; 4> ::; Fa and this list of coordinates can be plotted inversely to 
produce a graph for the wavefunction 4> against position x. As T decreases the wavefunction 
is flatter in the middle and steeper at the boundary. The shape of the graph is known to be 
the elliptic function sn, however this has not been directly calculated here, as it is the energy 
which is of more interest than the wavefunction. 
Another interesting view of the wavefunction is to see how it changes for different sizes of 
system I at fixed temperatures T . In this case we choose values of k which make T constant for 
different sizes I. Figure (3.7) shows how 4>(x) changes for different sizes l at fixed temperature 
T = 8.77. For I = 1 we use the value k = 0.001 which corresponds to the blue curve, for 
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Figure 3.7: Plot showing the shape of the wavefunction </> at T = 8.77 (with an arbitrary 
value Tc = 10). These graphs were generated using k = 0.001 (corresponding to 1 = 1, blue 
curve), k = 0.99988 (corresponding to 1= 5, red curve) and k = 0.9999999981 (corresponding 
to 1 = 10, purple curve) . As 1 decreases the wavefunction is sharper in the middle and steeper 
at the boundary. 
1 = 5 we use the value k = 0.99988 which corresponds to the red curve and for 1 = 10 we use 
the value k = 0.9999999981 which corresponds to the purple curve. These choices of k and I 
generate a fixed value T = 8.77. 
A very interesting point to note is that although </>(x) is dependent on temperature T and 
size I, it doesn't appear to be dependent on the superconducting constant iJ. 
Figures (3.6) and (3.7) were generated using arbitrary values of constants /i2 = 1, m = 1, 
A = 1, Tc = 10. 
Now that we can understand the results so far for I, &, N and </>, we can start to consider 
some other properties of the system, such as free-energy, entropy and specific heat. From the 
first equation in (3.5) we can see that by multiplying by </>* and integrating with respect to 
x we obtain the following expression: 
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11 (d,.o)2 - 11 11 cl dx + 2/3N ,.04 dx = -2& ,.o2dx = -2& -I x -I -I (3.32) 
Also equation (3 1) can be re-scaled by 1/1 = VN ,.0 to give: 
(3.33) 
Combining equations (3.32) and (3 33) to eliminate the integral involving 1,.014 yields 
(3.34) 
Since we already have an expression for &, it remains to determme an expression for the inte-
gral in equation (3.34). ThIs can be calculated to give (see appendIx (A 3 6) for derivation): 
L (~!r dx = 3;N (~~)) 3 ((k2 + I)E(k) + (k2 -1)K(k)) (3.35) 
SO F( ,.0) can be written as follows. 
- 1 K(k) 2 2 N K(k) 2 ( )3 ( )2 F(,.o) = 6/3 l(k) ((k + I)E(k) + (k - l)K(k)) - '4 l(k) (k + 1) (336) 
Substituting the expressIOn for l(k, N) from equation (3.15) an expression for F(k, N) can 
now be obtamed: 
_ N 3/32m 2 2 
F(k,N) - 121i2(K(k) _ E(k))3 ((k + I)E(k) - (k /2+ I)K(k)) (337) 
We can use the Taylor expansIOns equatIOns (320) - (3.23) to obtam expansIOns for the two 
parts of the free energy in equation (3 34). 
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(3.38) 
We notice that the terms that make up the free energy are posItIve and negative respectively 
as expected. It is also clear that these terms to the lowest order in k cancel, so that the 
free energy does not have k2 terms in its lowest expansion An expansion for the free energy 
(3.37) requires keepmg hIgher orders of k and yields the following result. 
(3.39) 
We notice that we expect the free-energy of the superconducting quantum nanowire to be 
negative for small k, around the critical temperature T en.w' 
Using the approximation for small k (3.25) we can reWrIte thIs expression (339) as follows. 
- 1 2 F(k) "" --_-(2/- {1T) 
3(3f.51T 
Hence for any temperature T < Ten•w , { < 21 and F(k) < 0 
(3.40) 
Expandmg F(k) out usmg the definition for f. in terms of factors of (Tc - T) we see that the 
expressIOn is dominated by the leading term - (2/)2 (Tc - T)5/2. For fixed size of system 1 
F( "') gets more and more negative with decreasmg T. For larger systems I, F( "') w!ll be more 
negative at any particular T than for smaller systems For an mfimte system with T -+ Tc, 
F(k) -+ 0 as expected. As T -+ 0 and 1 -+ 00, we have F(k) -+ -00. For 1 < 00, F(k) reaches 
some minimum value dependent on the sIze of system 21 and the temperature T. 
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3.2 2D parametric plots for free-energy, entropy and specific 
heat 
Although we now have three equations (for F, T and I) and two parameters (k and N) 
and can therefore plot 3D graphs parametrically, first we shall considerably sImplify these 
results by reducmg these three equations down to two equatIons, for F and T, and just one 
parameter, k. We can do this by considering F(T) for fixed values of sIze I. 
In fact it is qUIte natural to consider the free-energy, entropy and specific heat of a system 
of fixed length. We can rewrite equation (3.15) to get an expressIon for N m terms of I: 
N(k) = 2K(k)(K~k) - E(k)) 
(ll (341) 
Now substltutmg (3.41) into the equatIon for the free-energy (337) yields an expression for 
F as a function of parameter k for fixed values of sIze I. 
(342) 
We can now plot thIS parametrically against the expression already obtained for temperature 
T(k): 
(3.43) 
FIgure (3 8) shows the free-energy F of the quantum nanOWlre, plotted parametncally against 
temperature T, for parameter k in the regIon 0 ~ k ~ 1. As I decreases, the curves start 
further and further away from Tc = 10, reconfirming the prediction of a T"".w at small sizes 
We can derive expressIOns for the superconductmg contribution to the entropy, S, and specific 
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Figure 3.8: Free-energy F of the quantum nanowire, p lotted parametrically against temper-
ature T , for parameter k in the region ° ~ k ~ 1. The different coloured plots indicate the 
value of size I used: I = 1 is the light green curve to the left of the graph, I = 5 is the red 
curve to the right of the graph, colours in between are values of I incrementing by 1 each 
t ime. Values of other constants used are /3 = 1, A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. Notice 
that as I decreases, the curves start further and further away from Tc = 10, reconfirming the 
prediction of a Tc".w at small sizes l. 
heat , c, using the following formulae: 
S _ aF _ of ak _ 
- - aT - - ok aT -
aF/ok 
aT/ok 
= TOS = TOS ok = Tas/ok 
c aT ok oT aT/ok 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
where the partial derivatives with respect to k can be found using the product, quotient and 
chain rules for differentiation. 
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(3.46) 
+ kf((k)( 2E(k) - f( (k)) + f((k )((k2 + 1)8kE(k) - (k2/ 2 + 1)8kf((k))] 
8T 
= 8k (3 .47) 
Hence the expression obtained for entropy, S is: 
(3.48) 
where 
S2 = 38k J( (k)[(k2 + l )E (k) - (k2 /2 + l)f((k)] + kJ((k)(2E(k) - f( (k)) (3.49) 
Figure (3 .9) shows the parametric plot of entropy against temperature, for parameter 0 < 
k < I , where the light green curve on the left corresponds to l = 1 and the red curve on the 
right con esponds to l = 5, with each curve in between incrementing in value of l by 1 each 
time. Notice that the entropy is zero at T c",w and negative for all T < T c",w as expected for 
the superconducting contribution to the entropy. This is because the superconducting phase 
has a higher degree of order than the normal phase of the same material. 
Using equation (3.48) we can find 8S/8k as follows: 
(3.50) 
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Figure 3.9: S plotted parametrically against T for parameter k in the region 0 < k < 1 and 
arbitrary values f3 = 1, A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, Tc = la. The coloured curves are for l = 1 - 5 
where l = 1 is the curve to the left in light green and l = 5 is the curve to the right in 
red. Notice that the entropy is zero at Tc".w as expected and negative for all T < Tc".w as 
expected for the superconducting contribution to the entropy. 
where 
8S1 8kK(k)[(k2 + 1)8k K (k) + kK(k)] - K (k)[3k8kK(k) + K(k) + (k2 + 1)8kkK(k)] 
8k = [(k2 + 1)8kK(k) + kK(k)J2 
(3.51) 
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!iff = 30k/«(k)[2kE(k) + (k2 + 1)8kE(k) - kI«k) - (k2/2 + 1)OkI«k)J+ 
30kkI«k)[(k2 + 1)E(k) - (k2/2 + 1)I«k)] + kI«k)(2okE(k) - okI«k)) 
+k8kI«k )(2E (k) - I«k )) + I«k )(2E (k) - K (k))+ (3.52) 
and the derivatives of elliptic integrals K (k) and E(k) are (see appendix (A.3.7) for deriva-
tion): 
" I«k ) - r~/2 ksin' 0 dB 
Uk - Jo (l -k'sin'O)3/' 
8 E(k) - r·/2 -koin' 8 dO k -Jo (l - k'sin'O)'/3 
(3 .53) 
Hence we can obtain an expression for the superconducting contribution to the specific heat 
by substituting equations (3.43), (3 .47) , (3.49), (3.51) and (3.52) into the following equation: 
(3.54) 
This system is well defined and ought to be able to extend to large systems, however it is 
important to be careful when parametrically plotting these graphs and ensure that enough 
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parametric points are used with the parametric plot function in Mathematica in order to yield 
the complete graph. This is of particular importance as / increases. For example, observe 
the differcnc:e between figUl'es (3.1Oa) and (3.lOb), where fi gure (3. 10a) has been plotted with 
103 parametric points and figure (3.10b) has been plotted with 106 parametric points. The 
coloured curves are for / = 1 (light green), / = 5 (green), / = 10 (blue) and / = 20 (purple). 
Notice how in figure (3 .lOa) the purple curve (/ = 20) is incomplete, whereas in figure (3.10b) 
the purple curve (I = 20) is louger. This shows how much difference the number of plotted 
points makes. We can also see that for large /, more parametric points are required to ensure 
a smooth curve. This can be seen by conSidering the blue curve (/ = 10) , which is obviously 
not as smooth as the light green (/ = 1) and the green (/ = 5) curves. 
Figure (3.11) shows two parametric plots of specific heat against temperature, for parameter 
o < k < 1, where figure (3. 11a) has been plotted with 102 parametric points, and figure 
(3. 11b) has been plotted with 104 parametric points. The light green curve on the bottom of 
each graph corresponds to / = 1 and the red curve on the top corresponds to / = 5, with each 
curve in between incrementing in value of / by 1 each time. Notice that the specific heat is zero 
at T = 0, positive for all T < Tc...w and drops suddenly (i.e. is discontinuous) at T = Tc...w 
as expected for the superconducting contribution to the specific heat in a second order phase 
transition of a superconductor. Near T. the specific heat increases as the superconduc:ting 
phase is more energetically favourable than the normal phase and therefore it requires more 
energy to undergo a transition from an ordered system to a disordered system. The number of 
plotted points is very important as can be seen from the differences between the two graphs. 
Figure (3.11a) has fewer plotted points and we can see that the curves are incomplete: for 
larger values of / the curves don't quite reach the origin, and the discontinuity at T = Tc...w 
isn 't manifested. 
Figures such as (3.10) and (3.11) illustrate how sensitive the graphs are on the numerics of 
the software used to plot them. It is important to bear these sensitivities in mind when 
plotting the equivalent 3D graphs. Note that it should be possible to extract complete curves 
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Figure 3.10: F plotted parametrically against T for 103 and 106 points (see figures (3.lOa) 
and (3 .lOb) respectively) of parameter k in the region 0 < k < 1 and arbitrary values {3 = 1, 
A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, Te = 10. The coloured curves are for l = 1 (light green), l = 5 (green), 
l = 10 (blue) and l = 20 (purple). Notice that the purple curve is longer in (3.lOb) than in 
(3.lOa). 
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Figure 3.11 : Specific heat c plotted parametrically against T for 102 and 10' points (see 
figures (3.11a) and (3.11b) respectively) of parameter k in the region 0 < k < 1 and arbitrary 
values f3 = 1, A = 1, n = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. he light green curve on the bottom of each graph 
corresponds to I = 1 and the red curve on the top corresponds to I = 5, with each curve in 
between incrementing in value of I by 1 each t ime. Notice t hat the specific heat is zero at 
T = 0, positive for all T < TCn• w and at T = TCn• w the graphs are discontinuous as expected 
for the superconducting contribution to the specific heat in a second order phase transition 
of a superconductor. With more plotted points, figure (3.11b) shows more complete curves, 
in particular, the discontinuity at T = T Cn.w is manifested. 
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for all graphs with more parametric points used in the plot . 
3.3 3D parametric plots of free energy, F 
When considering a 3D parametric plot for F(k, N) against l(k , N) and T(k, N) we will be 
required to establish a suitable range for parameter N , 0 < N < Nmll% i.e. we will need to 
determine N",a%' Note that we already have the range for k, namely 0 < k < 1. Having 
already established that N is a monotonically increasing function as k increases, it would 
seem natural to define Nmll% = N(k -> 1). Hence we must choose a value of k which is 
very close to 1 but not actually k = 1. For example we can define the maximum number of 
electron pairs in the condensate by t he following command in Mathematica: 
Nma• = N(0.999999)j.T -> 0 (3.55) 
which returns N(k = 0.999999, T = 0) = 43.94. Note that we have used k = 0.999999 in 
order to ensure as much accuracy as possible in the results using reasonable input values (in 
fact using values of k even closer to 1 yields larger and large values of Nm .. ). Hence we can 
use the range 0 < N < Nma% = 43.94. The 3D parametric plot of F(k, N) against l(k, N) 
and T(k, N) (equations (3. 15), (3.17) and (3.37)) is shown in figure (3.12). 
It becomes necessary to impose plot ranges in order to yield a graph which can be interpreted . 
T his is because overall, F -> -00 dom inates the results as discovered in section (3. 1), so we 
need to impose a plot range to stop -00 being the dominating factor. 
Figure (3.12) clearly shows again that for large values of 1 the behaviour is as expected for 
the standard Ginzburg-Landau infinite system (i.e. monotonically decreasing free energy for 
decreasing temperature below Te), which is as we would expect, however the graph becomes 
difficult to intcrpret at small values of l. 
Figure (3.13) shows a smaller range for 1 in order to investigate this section. We notice that 
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Second order phase transition free-energy of a superconducting nanowire 
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Figure 3.12: Free-energy F, parametrically plotted against length l and temperature T using 
parameters 0 < k < 1 and 0 < N < N= = 43.94, for arbitrary values fJ = 1, A = 1, Ii = 1, 
m = 1. For large I it appears as though F behaves in the standard Ginzburg-Landau way. 
From this plot it is unclear what is happening at smalll though, so further plots are required 
for investigation. 100 parametric points plotted. 
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there are some irregularities when fewer parametric points are used to plot the graph (see 
Figure (3, ]3a)) which get smoothed away when more parametric points are used i.e, using a 
finer a mesh of points (see Figure (;l ,]3b)), This again shows the sensitivity of these graphs 
on the number of points used to parametricalIy plot theses graphs, 
By looking carefully at the contour lines on both graphs in figure (3, ]3) we can see t hat 
although t here is a very abrupt change in curvature of the graph (top right to bottom left), 
t he graph is still smooth and continuous in this region , 
Also we can see that the main edge of the graph bends away from the critical temperature 
Te = ]0 as I decreases, which is to be expected from the prediction of Tc"ow on page 45 , This 
is more clearly shown in figure (3, ]4), 
For large I it looks as if we have a result that we would expect, However in order to reinforce 
how important the number of parametric points is and how sensitive the graphs are to small 
changes in parameters, observe figure (3, ]5), We see that if we increase the range of I and 
F then we see some very non-standard behaviour , including a significant fold on one side of 
the mai n graph and the free-energy disappearing to zero at large l. 
The fact that this fo ld appears, and that the graph for F tails off to zero at very large values 
of I may suggest that this model for a restricted one dimensional system is not valid in the 
limit of large l. However t his is quite an unnatural assumption to make, as any well-defined 
model should be scalable to large values of l. By recognising t hat Nm ax = 43,94 corresponds 
with values of k up to 0,999999 we should consider limiting our range for k accordingly, 
Parametrically plotting for ° < k < 0,999999 and ° < N < Nmax = 43,94 gives figure (3,]6) . 
in which we can see that the additional fold we get with increased range of I is lost by limiting 
the values of k that we plot up to, However the tail off to zero for F at large I still exists, I 
propose that with increased numbers of parametric plots this region of the graph would be 
populated in the standard Ginzburg-Landau way for infinite systems , 
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Figure 3.13: These are essentially the same as figure (3.12) however they show plots of F 
over a smaller range of length I, for arbitrary values /3 = I , A = I, h = I , m = 1. We notice 
instantly that there are some irregularities towards the top left hand side of (3.13a) which 
has few parametric points used to make the plot, whereas these irregularities are smoothed 
out when more parametric points are used (3.13b) . We can also see how the main edge of 
the graph bends away from T = Tc as 1 decreases. 
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Figure 3.14: Free-energy F, parametrically plotted against length I and temperature T using 
parameters 0 < k < 1 and 0 :5 N :5 Nm= = 43.94, for arbitrary values f3 = 1, A = 1, Ii = 1, 
m = 1. This graph shows how F bends away from Tc = 10. 
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Figure 3.15: This is the same as figure (3.12) , a plot for F over temperature T and a larger 
range of values for length I, for arbitrary values {3 = 1, A = 1, /i. = 1, m = 1. We now see 
the appearance of a fold on one side of the graph. The fact that this fold appears, and that 
the graph for F tails off to zero at very large values of 1 could suggest that this model, for a 
restricted 1D system, is not valid in the limit of large I. Figure (3.15b) is simply a truncated 
version of figure (3.15a) which shows the fold more clearly. 100 parametric points plotted for 
both graphs. 
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Figure 3.16: This is the same as figure (3.15), except that the range of k has been limited 
to 0 < k < 0.999999, in order to correspond with the values used to obtain the range for N . 
We now see that the fold from figure (3.15) disappears, however the tail off of F to zero still 
exists. 100 parametric points plotted. 
3.4 2D and 3D conclusions 
In general the parametric plots show that as 1 decreases, there is a monotonic decrease in 
the free energy with decreasing temperature. At very small values for 1 we see that the 
quantum nanowire is only superconducting at temperatures lower than the expected critical 
temperature. We can see this from the way the 3D figures (3 .12) - (3.16) bend round sharply 
at small 1 and even more clearly in the 2D graph, figure (3.8). This verifies the predictions 
made in the Taylor expansion analysis (see page 45) about the existence of some new critical 
temperature T c.,.w. The fact that the 3D graph bends around so much at smalll and levels 
off reiterates the fact that there is some smallest, critical size for the quantum nanowire to 
be superconducting (see page 46) . 
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My results show that a depression 10 the cntical temperature occurs naturally as a result 
of restncted SIze, in addItIOn to all of the other factors whIch have prevIOusly been found 
to affect the cntICal temperature, both theoretIcally and experimentally, for example vortex 
creation, dimensionality and dIsorder [21 - [221. 
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Chapter 4 
Restricted quasi one dimensional 
nanowire: first order phase 
transition 
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4.1 Theory 
As an adaptation of the theory of self-trapping, which was hypothesized by Kusmartsev in 
1984 to be analogous to the behaviour of first order phase transitions [25J, coupled with strong 
lInks to the Gmzburg-Landau theory, it is possible to formulate the case for first order phase 
transitions in a similar manner using Rashba's elliptic integral technique as m the chapters 
on self-trapping and second order phase transitions in superconductmg quantum nanowires 
(chapters 2 and 3) I wish to consider the free-energy, entropy and specific heat of a first 
order phase transition for a quantum nanowire. Exact solutlOns are sought in whlCh I wish to 
see how the free-energy, entropy and specific heat wlil vary With length 1 (where the nanOWlre 
has overall size 21 and is symmetncal about the ongm), and with temperature, T. 
Again, the total free energy, F( "'), for real valued wavefunctions, '" is given as follows. 
(4.1) 
where '" is the macroscopic wavefunction (order parameter) of the system, /3 < 0 for first 
order phase transitions (which is clearly analogous to self-trapping), and is constant, Ci = 
A(T - Tc) < 0 for a constant A > 0 and T < Tc, where Tc IS the phase transition temperature 
Some superconducting systems become disordered due to impurities or defects m the material 
and in these cases may undergo weak first order phases transitions rather than second order 
which can be described by a negative constant /3 m the Ginzgurg-Landau equation. The 
introduction of extra terms m the free energy equation can be averaged using second order 
perturbation theory, and we find the coefficient of the ",4 term becomes negative m this case. 
Hence we can apply this case when /3 < 0 to a disordered superconductmg system and we 
can have ",2 = np as the electron pair density. Hence 
(4 2) 
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where N is the total number of electron pairs in the condensate. N will be dependent on 
temperature and wIll be dIfferent for different sizes of quantum nanOWlre, 21. It is convenient 
to consider N as a parameter during most of the following formalIsm, although III reality it 
is a function of temperature. When appropriate it wIll be reintroduced as a functIOn. 
The sIze of the system can be restrIcted using an infinite square potential, hence the following 
boundary condItIOns are Imposed for continuity of the wavefunction: 
..p( -I) = ..p(l) = 0 (4.3) 
In the case of first order phase transItIOns the system undergoes the transition from one phase 
to another phase by process of nucleatIon. At T = Tc there IS an energy barrier between the 
two phases, which lessens III height as T decreases further below Tc. At some Tc' < Tc the 
barrier between the two phases wIll cease to exist; thIs occurs when nucleation IS complete and 
the entire system IS III the more energetically favourable phase. In the regIon Tc' < T < Tc 
the two phases coexist. 
Therefore III the first order phase transition case, instead of making a mimmizatlOn of equation 
(4.1) with respect to the macroscopic wavefunction..p, we in fact optimize the functional F 
so that the maximum height of the energy barrIer has been considered. Slllce F(..p) is a 
functional (a functIOn of a function), it IS necessary to work in functional space and consider 
varIatIOn of the functional instead of the standard derIvatives of functions. The steps used in 
the following calculation involve integration by parts and taklllg functional derivatives. See 
appendix (A.4) for derIvation. 
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(44) 
The last expressIOn m equatIOn (44) can be re-scaled by '" = v'N</> and fJ = fJm/h2 and 
0= exm/h2 so that we obtain the following simple quantization conditIons' 
1 d2</> - 3 _ 
---+fJN</> = -a</> 2dx2 
l ' </>2dx = 1 -I 
(4.5) 
Note that the re-scaled equation (4.5) IS identical to the self-trapping case consIdered m 
Chapter (2) where the last equatIOn has the form of a Normalization condItion, and we can 
substItute -fJN = g and -0 = A. 
The boundary conditions now become' 
</>(-1) = </>(1) = 0 (4.6) 
This means that we have </>m"" = </>(0) and </>mm = </>(±I), since for the ground state there 
will be no nodes in the function of </>. 
Now we use equations (4 5) and (4 6) (I e the optImIzatIOn of the total free-energy condItions) 
and employ the ellIptic mtegral method used by Rashba [1 [ to obtain expressions for length, I 
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and constant er, and subsequently temperature T, number of electron pairs in the condensate 
N, free-energy F, entropy S and specific heat c. 
Multiply equation (45) by dr/>/dx and integrate with respect to x so that the first equatIOn 
in (4.5) becomes: 
(4.7) 
where G IS a constant ofmtegration. By substituting the boundary conditions (4 6) into (4.7) 
we can see that G ~ 0 for real-valued functIOns tP Hence It IS clear that this new constant G 
is a measure of the gradient of the wavefunctlOn at the boundaries of the system. For ground 
state systems the maximum in the wavefunction wlil occur when dr/>/dx = 0 
Equation (4.7) can be factorized as follows: 
(4 8) 
where 
-er + Jer2 -{3NG 
a= _ 
(3N 
(49) 
-er - Jer2 -{3NG b= _ 
{3N 
Clearly since G ~ 0, N ~ 0, i3 < 0 and er :::; 0 it follows that a < 0 and b ~ O. Hence the 
graph of (dr/>/dx)2 has the shape shown in figure (4.1). 
Clearly (tPm",,)2 = b since r/> is real-valued. 
Notice that equations (4.8) and (49) are analogous to the equatIOns for self-trapping III 
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(d~/dx)Z 
FIgure 4 l' A plot showing the shape of (d4>/dx)2. Accordmg to equations (47) and (4.8), 
the x-axis intercepts are at p.lii. 
chapter 2 with the substitutions -ilN = g and -& = >.. Hence we would expect that all 
equations whIch have an analogy in self-trapping nanowlres to be identIcal to those m first 
order phase transitions of nanowires Equations for T and N in the first order phase transition 
case of disordered superconductors however will clearly have no self-trapping analogy. 
By usmg separatIOn of the varIables on equation (4.7) and consldermg the case when x ;::: 0 
we can arrIve at an equation for posItion In terms of 4>: 
= 2?"k) 
b-a 
(4.10) 
where u = 4>2, F(p, k) is an elliptic integral of the first kind, and k (the elliptIc modulus) and 
p (the elliptic argument) are given by: 
k= Jb~a (4.11) 
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-I (b-U)1/2 I-' = sm -b- (4.12) 
We see that m order for k to satIsfy the requirements for the ellIptic modulus, namely that 
o < k < 1, a strict inequality must be imposed b > O. Since 0 :5 'U :5 b we can see that I-' 
satIsfies the requirements for the elliptic argument, namely that 0 :5 /t :5 7r /2. See appendix 
(A 4) for derivation of equation (4.10). 
We may arrIve at the boundary condItions equation (4.13) by considering the boundary case 
when x = I and hence the lower limit on the integral m equatIOn (4 10) wIll become u(l} = O. 
From equation (4 12) thIS would mean that I-' = 7r/2 and hence F(7r/2,k} = K(k} Therefore 
the first form of the quantization is gIven by: 
11/ -i3N = K(k} 
";b- a (4 13) 
where K(k} is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind and the elliptic modulus k is as 
defined m (4.11). 
We can obtam another relation by considering the condition similar to normalIzation. See 
appendIX (A.4) for derIvatIon. 
_ 1 f b u du 
- ..; -PN JO [u(u-a)(b-u)j1/2 (4.14) 
= / _ (";b - aE(k) + '"7F""ba K(k}) 
-{3N yo-a 
where u = </12, K(k} is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, E(k} is a complete ellIptIc 
mtegral of the second kmd and k IS defined as in (4.11). 
Combining expressions (4.13) and (4.14) yields the final form of the quantizatlOn for I which 
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IS m terms of N and the elhptic modulus k and is dependent on the constant i3. See appendix 
(A.4) for derivation. 
l(k, N} = 2K_(k} (E(k) + (k2 - I}K(k)) 
-(3N (415) 
A simple plot of l(k}, in which we assume -i3N > 0, shows that l(k} is a monotomcally 
increasing function of k, see figure (4.2). 
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Figure 4 2: A plot showing l(k} to be a monotonically mcreasmg functIon of k. 
We now know something about the size of the system, however this equation is dependent on 
N which is itself dependent on temperature T. We would expect N to be a monotonically 
decreasmg functIOn of temperature as T increases from T = 0 to T = Tc. When T = Tc we 
would expect the number of charges in the condensate to be equal to zero, (N = o). As T 
decreases to T = 0, we expect N to mcrease untIl it is maxImal at T = O. Clearly we need 
to obtain more information about the dependence of N on temperature T, and its maximal 
value Nma.x. 
Assummg that a = A(T - Tc}m/1i2 has a similar form as that of l(k, N}, It wIll be pOSSIble to 
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extract an equation for N in terms of T. Equations (4.9), (4.11) and (4.13) can be combined 
to give an expressIOn for the constant & in terms of elliptIc modulus k. See appendlx (A.4) 
for denvatlOn. 
&(k N) = (k2 _ 1/2) (K(k)) Z 
, I(k) (4.16) 
S10ce & = A(T - Tc)m//i,z ~ 0 for all 0 ~ T ~ Tc we find the range for k m which this wllI 
be true for. 
(417) 
Usmg & = A(T - Tc)m//i,z we can rearrange equation (4.16) to get an expression for temper-
ature at first in terms of k and Slze I, and finally in terms of Nand k. 
,,2 (K(~) Z Z / T(k,/) = Tc + Am l(kf (k - 1 2) 
(4.18) 
It is posslble to rearrange equation (4.18) to obtain an equation for N in terms of k and T, 
thereby reintroducing N as a function rather than just a parameter. 
N(T, k) = 2(E(k)) + (k~ - I)K(k) 
-(3 
Am(T-Tc) 
/i,Z(kZ - 1/2) (4.19) 
We can also now substitute this new expression for N (4.19) mto the expresslOn for length 
(4 15) to obtain a new expression for length in terms of k and T. 
I(k, T) = K(k) /i,2(k2 - 1/2) 
Am(T-Tc) 
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(420) 
From the first equation In (4.5) we can see that by multiplYing by </J' and Integrating WIth 
respect to x we obtain the following expressIOn: 
11 dtt> 2 • 11 11 Ccl) dx + 2{JN </J4 dx = -2& </J2dx = -2& -I x -I -I 
Also equatIOn (4 1) can be re-scaled by '" = VN </J to give: 
Combining equations (4 21) and (4.22) to ehminate the integral involving 1</J14 yields: 
• Nil (d</J)2 &N F(</J) = - - dx + -4 -I dx 2 
(421) 
(422) 
(423) 
Since we already have expressions for & and N, it remains to determine an expression for the 
Integral In equation (4.23). This can be calculated to give (see appendix (A.4) for derivatIOn). 
~ {I (d</J)2 dx = _1._ (K(k})3(E(k) + (k2 -l}K(k}) (4.24) 
4 i-I dx -6{JN I(k} 
Obtaining an expression for N from the equation for length (4 15)' 
N(k, I} = 2K~k} (E(k) + (k2 - l}K(k)) 
-{JI 
we see that F( </J} can be written as follows: 
(4.25) 
We can denve expressions for the contribution to the entropy, S, and specIfic heat, c, using 
the following formulae: 
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8F 8F 8k 8F/8k 
S= -aT = - 8kaT = aT/8k (427) 
= T8S = T8S 8k = T8S/8k 
c aT 8k aT aT/8k (428) 
where the partial derivatives with respect to k can be found using the product, quotient and 
chain rules for differentiation. 
+6kK(k)(E(k) + (k2 - I)K(k» 
aT = 2;.2 K(k) [kK(k) + (k2 _ 1/2)8 K(k)] 
8k mAI2 k 
Hence the expression obtained for entropy, S is. 
where 
S = -AK_(k)SI 
6( -/3)IS2 
Using equation (4.31) we can find 8S /8k as follows' 
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(429) 
(430) 
(431) 
(4.33) 
where 
+3(k2 - 1)K(k)[8kkE(k) + (k2 - 1)8kkK(k) + 4k8kK(k) + 2K(k)] (4.34) 
(435) 
and the derivatives of elliptic integrals K(k) and E(k) are (see appendix (A 3 7) for deriva-
tIOn). 
8 K(k) r,,/2 k,m' 9 dO k = Jo (1 k2,m' 9)3/2 u 
(4.36) 
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Hence we can obtain an expression for the contribution to the specific heat by substituting 
equations (4.18) , (4.30) , (4.32), (4.34) and (4.35) into the following equation: 
(4.37) 
Now we can start plotting some of the physical quantities associated with first order phase 
transitions of disordered superconducting nanowires to see what they depend on. Firstly, we 
would expect that the number of electron pairs in the condensate, N(T) , will be a monotoni-
cally decreasing function which achieves its maximum at T = 0 and is zero at T = Tc. Figure 
(4.3) illustrates the dependence of N on temperature T. 
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Figure 4.3: N plotted parametrically against T for parameter k in the region 0 :::; k :::; 1/ ../2. 
Arbitrary values of constants have been chosen: f3 = -1 , A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, To = 10. The 
coloured curves are for I = 1 (blue curve to the left) , I = 3 (red), I = 5 (purple) and I = 10 
(black curve to the right). 
Clearly figure (4.3) does not agree with our expectation that N(T) is a monotonically de-
creasing function. In particular we notice that Nmaz = N(Tc) which doesn't correlate with 
BCS (Bardeen-Cooper-Schriefer) theory in any way, and is in fact the opposite of what is 
expected. 
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Investigation of N(k) shows that it is a monotomcally increasing function of k (see figure 
(4.4)), whilst T(k) is also a monotonically increasing function of k (see figure (4.5) ). This 
means that the highest values of temperature also coincide with the highest values for N. 
Clearly this is where t his model for first order phase t ransit ions in disordered superconducting 
nanowires begins to break down. 
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Figure 4.4: Number of electron pairs in t he condensate N plotted directly against k for 
arbitrary values of constants: f3 = - 1, A = 1, li = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. The coloured curves 
are for I = 1 (blue curve at the top), I = 3 (red), 1= 5 (purple) and I = 10 (black curve at 
the bottom). 
In order to t ry to investigate this model furt her we can generate a graph of the wavefunc-
tion for this first order phase transition by combining the equations for posit ion X and first 
quantization (equations (4.10) and (4.13)), giving 
IF (IJ., k) 
x = K (k ) (4.38) 
Combining equations for elliptic modulus and length (equations (4 .11) and (4.15)) we obtain 
an expression for 4>;"'" = b: 
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Figure 4.5: Temperature plotted directly against k for arbitrary values of constants: f3 = -1, 
A = 1, Ii = 1, m = 1, Tc = 10. The coloured curves are for I = 1 (blue curve at the bottom), 
1=3 (red), I = 5 (purple) and I = 10 (black curve at the top). 
(4.39) 
k' K(k) 
=? b = 21(E(k)+(k' l)K(k)) 
Generating a wavefunction plot for different temperatures T starts by fixing a value for t he 
size of system l. After that, any particular chosen value of elliptic modulus k will yield 
different values of T . Higher values for k correspond to higher temperatures since T (k) is 
a monotonically increasing function of k , which means that the number of electron pairs 
in the condensate N decreases, and hence b increases since it is inversely proportional to 
N. In this way, we can choose different k and build up a plot of the wavefunction for 
different temperatures T . For example figure (4.6) shows how the shape of the wavefunction 
changes for different temperatures T : the blue curve corresponds to T = 9.95 (generated 
using k = 0.001), the red curve corresponds to T = 9.97 (generated using k = 0.5) and 
the purple curve corresponds to T = 10 (generated using k = 0.707). ±x can be found by 
calculating x for values 0 ~ 4> ~ Jb and this list of coordinates can be plotted inversely to 
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~(x) 
x 
Figure 4.6: Plot showing the shape of the wavefunction if> for 1 = 5. These graphs were 
generated for k = 0.001 (corresponding to T = 9.95, blue curve), k = 0.5 (corresponding to 
T = 9.97, red curve) and k = 0.707 (corresponding to T = 10, purple curve). As T increases 
the wavefunction is sharper in the middle but less steep at the boundary. 
produce a graph for the wavefunction if> against position x. As T increases the wavefunction 
is sharper in the middle but less steep at the boundary. 
Another interesting view of the wavefunction is to see how it changes for different sizes of 
system 1 at fixed temperatures T . In this case we choose values of k which make T constant for 
different sizes I. Figure (4.7) shows how if>(x) changes for different sizes 1 at fixed temperature 
T = 9.99. For 1 = 1 we use the value k = 0.705 which corresponds to the blue curve, for 
1 = 5 we use the value k = 0.65 which corresponds to the red curve and for 1 = 10 we use the 
value k = 0.35 which corresponds to the purple curve. 
A very interesting point to note is that although </>(x) is dependent on temperature T and 
size I, it doesn't appear to be dependent on the constant j'J. 
Figures (4.6) and (4.7) were generated using arbitrary values of constants /i.2 = 1, m = 1, 
A = 1, Tc = 10. Note that values of k were chosen in the range 0 < k :::: 1/ .,f2 for figures 
(4.6) and (4.7) , as we found on page 79 that it is necessary to impose this restriction. As in 
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Figure 4.7: Plot showing the shape of the wavefunction rP at T = 9.99. These graphs were 
generated using k = 0.705 (corresponding to l = 1, blue curve), k = 0.65 (corresponding to 
l = 5, red curve) and k = 0.35 (corresponding to l = 10, purple curve). As l decreases the 
wavefunction is sharper in the middle and steeper at the boundary. 
the self-t rapped case, the shape of the wavefunction is known to be the elliptic function cn. 
In light of obtaining sensible graphs for the wavefunction of this system, we should find it 
surprising that N (T) is unphysical. It is clear that t his model breaks down as a result of 
the temperature equation T (k, /) (4.18) . The (k2 - 1/ 2) term is a limiting factor on how 
small T can become and is the cause for this function to be monotonically increasing with k , 
whereas the equation for temperature in the second order phase transition of superconducting 
nanowires case (3 .17) has a _(k2 + 1) term which imposes no limit on T and equally causes 
it to be monotonically decreasing with k, which enables N(T) to have the expected form for 
the number of electron pairs in the condensate. 
In conclusion I believe that this model for first order phase transitions in nanowires is not 
suitable, since the system is unstable. By including only up to 1/14 terms in the initial equation 
(4 .1), we can only find the barrier to the second phase i.e. only the nucleation part has been 
modelled. In order to model the stable minimum solution for first order phase transitions, 
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it will be necessary to include a ..p6 term in equation (4.1) which has a positive coefficient, 
thereby generatmg a stable solutIOn. This is potentially solvable usmg the same methodology, 
and IS a suggestIOn for further research. 
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Chapter 5 
Numerical Programme 
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Kusmartsev and Rashba [10] proposed that many phenomena in different branches of physics 
may be reduced to an elgenvalue problem in order to solve them. Hence It should be possible 
to use an Iterative programme which utilizes a dlagonalization method to solve equations of 
the form 
-6y _ cy3 = Ay (5.1) 
The basis of the programme considers the matrix equation of (5.1) and rewrites this m terms 
of an eigenvalue problem. Successive iterations produce convergent eigenvalues, which in turn 
generate convergent solutions for the ground state energy of the system under consideration. 
A variational optimizatIOn approach combined with Lagrang:Jan multipliers (see sections (1.6) 
and (1.7)) IS employed 
The programme has been used to describe a one dimensional (ID) system of confined geom-
etry, restricted by a harmomc potential well. However it is not limited to ID and it would 
be possible to adapt thiS programme to two or three dimenSIOns. A facility exists to increase 
the accuracy of wavefunctlOn used. The programme was then modified to solve a ID super-
conducting problem of restricted geometry. The development of both programmes is detailed 
below. 
5.1 Spatially unrestricted model for self-trapping in one di-
mens ion 
For ease, imtially consider the spatially unrestricted one dimensional system in which self-
trapping occurs. This can be modelled by the following non-linear Schrodmger equatIOn' 
(52) 
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where we have taken 1i2 = 1 and m = 1, g > 0 is the electron-phonon coupling constant and 
.>. is the electronic elgenvalue. Hence we can consider that for normahzed wavefunctions t/J, 
the total energy of the system (including the lattice relaxation energy, U) is given by. 
= (~J -t/J~ dx - g J it/Ji4 dx) + ~ J it/Ji4 dx (5.3) 
where we assume that the wavefunction is real-valued and normalized i.e. t/J E IR and 
J it/Ji2 dx = 1. 
We assume that the wavefunctlOn can be apprOlomated by some variatIOnal wavefunction of 
the form· 
p 
t/J(X) = L:Anfn(x) (54) 
n=l 
where n takes values from 1 to some natural number p (for example, 2, 3, etc) and this value 
p determines the level of accuracy of the wavefunction and hence of the calculations whIch 
follow. An is some real number coefficient and fn(x) is a function of n and x which satisfies 
the boundary condItions. 
Now we can consider the Normahzab!lity condItIOn N, Kinetic energy K and the Potential 
energy V (which includes the lattice relaxatIOn energy) given by the following equations: 
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N = En.m AnAm J fn{x)fm{x)dx 
. . 
. 
N nm 
K =! J 1'V,p12dx =! En.m AnAm J 'V fn{x)'V fm{x)dx 
, , 
• 
(5.5) 
Knm 
v = ~ JI,p14dx = ~ En.m.n!.m, AnAmAn, Ami J fn{x)fm{x)fn, {x)fm, {x)dx 
. , 
. 
v~ml 
where Nnm and Knm are the {n x m)th components of p x p matrices representing normal-
IzabllIty and kinetic energy respectively, and V:.:.m , are the components of an p x p x p x p 
matrix (which can be thought of as a nested matrix) representing the combined potential 
energy of the electron and the lattice deformation. 
In order to utIlIze the variational theory method {see sectIOn (1 6)), it is necessary to 
mtroduce an optImization parameter, p, associated WIth the wavefunction, for example 
,p{x) = En Anfn{Px). We can choose thIs parameter to be such that it cancels out when 
calculating the normalization condItIOn, and therefore in one dimension we find that the total 
energy contains powers of p as follows (see examples m sectIOn (5.1.1)): 
(56) 
Now by explOIting the Lagrangian multipliers method {introducmg A as the Lagranglan mul-
tIplier, see sectIon (1.7)), together with the optimizatIOn condItIOn for variational theory, we 
can obtain a system of p + 1 SImultaneous equations' 
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IiJ _AIiN 
'OA;; - 0An 
u=o 
Hence the first p simultaneous equatIOns can be WrItten as follows: 
(5.7) 
(p2 ~ L Knm - p ! L An! Am! v.:::.m!) Am = A L Nnm Am (5.8) 
n,m n,m,nl.ml n,m 
Define Vnm and Jnm, both (n x m)th components of p x p matrices, as follows. 
(5 9) 
then we can rewrite equation (58) as follows: 
(LJnm-ALNnm) Am=O (510) 
n,m n,m 
'-v-" '-v-" 
J N 
ThIs matrix equation can be reduced to an eigenvalue problem by considering the square root 
inverse of the N matrIx. If we can write a matrix N as a product of its elgenvalue matrix, A 
and correspondmg eigenvector matrix, U, then we can calculate N- I / 2 as follows. 
N = UAU-J 
smce A IS a dIagonal matrIx. 
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Hence equation (5.10) becomes the following eigenvalue problem for matrix X 
(N-I/2jN-I/2,->.l)Am = 0 (511) 
. 
x 
where I is the Identity matrIx, >. IS the eigenvalue and Am is the mth component of the 
corresponding eigenvector. 
In order to calculate the eigenvalues and elgenvectors it is necessary to give the eigenvector 
components some initial values, so that J and Vnm can be calculated accordmg to equations 
(5.6) and (5.9) respectively. 
For example for the case when p = 2 we could start with Al 
eigenvector would take the form' 
1 and A2 = 0, so the 
A = C) (512) 
The optimization process works by following an IteratIve procedure as descrIbed below: 
1. For a gIven varIatIOnal functIOn fn(x) calculate the components Nnm and the matrIX 
N- I j2 
2 Use the InItial values for the eigenvector components to calculate J as in equation (5.6) 
3 Minimize J with respect to p to get an optimization value for p 
4. Use this newly found value of p to obtam the components Jnm according to equation 
(59) 
5 Calculate the matrix X and determine its eigenvalues and elgenvectors 
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6. Pick the minimum eigenvalue of X and Its corresponding eigenvector. Normalize this 
eigenvector then use its components to define new values for An 
7. Use these new eigenvector components to calculate J again 
8. Loop through points 3-7 until the values for p, the minimum eigenvalue for X and the 
correspondmg eigenvector converge 
9. Use the convergent values for p and the eigenvector to give the ground state energy of 
the system by finally substItuting them into equation (56) to obtain the convergent 
value for J 
5.1.1 Calculating matrix components in a one dimensional example 
Take as an example a variational wavefunction where fn{x) = x2(n-l) exp{ _x2) then the 
matrix components are: 
Nnm = 
Knm= 
@ 
- 4 
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-@ 
4 
7@ 
16 
(5.13) 
(5 14) 
::ii ::ii ::ii 30' 2 16 16 128 
::ii !vJ !vJ 150' 
16 128 128 1024 
v.nltnl = 
nm (515) 
:tf ~ !vJ 150' 12 128 1024 
30' 150' 150' 1050' 
128 1024 1024 8192 
5.1.2 Calculating matrix components in a three dimensional example 
Take as an example a variational wavefunctlOn where fn(r) = p3/2 exp( -pnr) then the matrix 
components in 3-dlmensional polars are' 
K = p241T 2nm 
nm (n+m)3 (516) 
Hence J IS gIVen by: 
(5.17) 
Notice that in 3-dimensions the factors of p are p2 for the kmetlc energy and p3 for the 
potential energy 
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5.2 Spatially restricted one dimensional self-trapping model 
In order to be able to effectively model quantum nanowires with this programme, it is nec-
essary to try to spatially restnct the self-trappmg system, whICh can be done in ID by 
introducing the I-D harmonic oscIllator. The Hamiltonian for the I-D harmonic oscillator is: 
(5.18) 
We know that the exact solutIOn for thIS IS' 
",(x) = cexp( _x2 /21~) (5.19) 
Substltutmg equation (5.19) into the time-independent Schr6dinger Equation, H1/! = E1/!, 
only yields solutions for: 
~, 
ko = 2ml3 
Hence we know that the electron which is self-trapped in a lattice, restricted by a harmonic 
potential, has a Hamiltonian as follows. 
• ,,2 ( d2 x2) 2 H=- --+- -g1/! 2m dx2 14 o (5.20) 
Therefore the total energy of the restricted one dimensional system in which self-trapping 
occurs can be calculated from the following equation (where ,,2 = 1 and m = 1)' 
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(521) 
where 
K =! J IV,p12dx =! ~n.m AnAm J V fn(x)V fm(x)dx 
. , 
. 
Knm 
v = ~ ~n.m.n,.m, AnAmAn, Am, J fn(x)fm(x)fn, (x)fm, (x)dx 
. , (522) 
. 
v:~ml 
H = 2l.- J x2,p2 dx = 2l.- ~~::' AnAm J x2 fn(x)fm(x) dx 
. , 
. 
Hnm 
where J IS the total energy of the system, K is the kinetic energy contribution, H is the 
harmOniC potential contributIOn (system size restriction) and V has taken mto account both 
the potential energy of the electron and the lattice relaxatIOn energy 
The factors of p in equation (5 21) can be verifipd by usmg fn(x) = pl/2x 2(n-l} exp( _(px)2). 
The rest of the programme follows the same format as in the spatially unrestricted version 
(see section (5.1)) however it mcludes the harmOniC potential contribution as well. 
A copy of the Mathematica programme code which models this restricted 1-dimenslOnal self-
trappmg system can be found in appendix (B). Note that the differences between thiS and 
the mfinite case are in the inclusion of the harmonic potential well Hence for this restricted 
geometry case we have 
(523) 
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as well as the new definition for J in equation (5.21). 
For different values of g, the graph of the ground state energy calculated using this numerical 
programme is shown in figure (5.1). 
J (I) 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
Functional J 
I 
Figure 5.1 : Energy J as a function of length I , for g = 1 (blue curve at the bottom), g = 0.5 
(red curve), g = 0.2 (black curve) and g = om (purple curve at the top) , produced by the 
numerical programme with spatial restrictions imposed. 
For the chosen range of size l we can tabulate the asymptotics and x-axis intercept (see table 
(5.1)). 
The accuracy of the x-axis intercept can be improved by re-running the programme in the 
vicinity of this point for finer and finer increments in l. Running the programme for the 
g = 0.01 curve and allowing the range of 1 to increase may actually yield an x-axis intercept 
at a much large value of I. 
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Table 5.1. PropertIes of numenca! graph for self-trappmg 
11 
" 1 'c (I = 20.9) x-axis intercept 
1 -0.0394 2.25 
05 -000981 4.45 
0.2 -0.00139 11.05 
001 000105 N/A 
5.3 Spatially restricted model for second order phase transi-
tions of a superconductor in one dimension 
We consider that a spatially restricted ID superconducting system undergoing a second order 
phase transItion will have free-energy F modelled by the followmg equation' 
(524) 
where y is the macroscopic wavefunction (order parameter), the first term involvmg a gradIent 
models the kinetic energy of the system due to the restricted geometry, a = A(T - Tc) where 
A > 0 is constant and Tc is the critIcal temperature for superconductIvity of a particular 
matenal, and finally /3 IS the mteractlOn term /3 > 0 for second order phase transItions of 
superconductors. 
We also have the electron pair densIty condItIon' 
(5.25) 
where N is the number of electron pairs m the condensate. 
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ThIS can be converted into an eigenvalue problem by minimizing F with respect to the 
macroscopIC wavefunction y (which involves taking functional derIvatIves) and then re-scalmg 
y. 
6F = 0 Tu 
o 
=} -b.y + 2o:y + 2{3y3 = 0 
(5.26) 
Re-scale y by y = ,fN 1/1 and let -C< = oX, thereby obtaming the beginning of the eIgenvalue 
problem. Note that we have an explIcit definItion for C< = A(T-Te ), so It is prudent to replace 
C< by oX at this stage to aVOId confusion of the eigenvalue with a rescaled known parameter 
(527) 
in whIch>' IS the elgenvalue for a superconducting system reduced to the form of a Hamiltonian 
eigenvalue problem. 
According to the scheme we set up for the spatially restrIcted ID self-trapping system m 
section (5 2) we can re-WrIte the total free-energy in terms of matrIX components 
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(5.28) 
where Snm IS essentially Nnm however since we are usmg these matrix components m the 
capacIty of the superconductivIty term of the free-energy here, and not m terms of normal-
IzatIon as previously, we will make a distinction between the two uses of the same matrix 
components. 
Now we make a minimization WIth respect to the number of electron paIrs m the condensate. 
8F =0 mv 
"'" N = 
(5.29) 
Now that we have an imtlal value for N we may continue the IteratIve procedure essentially 
as before for each value of temperature T (instead of sIze I in the self-trapping case). The 
scheme is detaIled below: 
1. For a given variational wavefunction fn(x) and initial eigenvector components An, cal-
culate components Nnm and the matrix f.l-1/2 
2. Use mitial eigenvector components An to calculate N accordmg to equatIOn (5 29) 
3. Use this value of N in the mmlmlzation of F with respect to optimization parameter p 
where F = N(p2K + S +pNV +H/p2) and S = a~AnAmSnm = a~AnAmNnm 
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4. Use these value of p and N to obtain Fnm = p2!Knm + /3NVnm + Hnm/(214 ) 
5 Calculate matrix X = fr-I/2 P fr-I/2 where P = E Fnm 
6. Pick the minimum eigenvalue of X and Its corresponding elgenvector. Normalize this 
eigenvector then use Its components to define new values for An 
7. Use these new elgenvector components to calculate N again 
8. Loop through points 3-7 until convergence occurs 
9. Calculate the convergent free-energy uSing the convergent values obtained for N, p and 
An 
A copy of the Mathematica programme code which models the restrIcted one dimensional 
second order phase transition of superconductivity can be found In appendix (C) 
A graph showing how the free-energy F vanes with temperature T for different SIzes of 
system I is shown In figure (5.2). Notice that the curves approach zero (in fact the graphs 
generated by the programme naturally Intersect the x-axis for small values of size I, however 
the programme terminates the loops for positive values of free-energy) at a value of T which 
is less than Tc = 10 which was given ThiS appears to corroborate the existence of T Cn.w < Tc 
found in chapter 3. 
A graph shOWing the convergent values of N, the number of electron pairs In the condensate, 
IS shown in figure (5.3). Notice that Nmax occurs at T = 0 and N decreases monotonically 
with increasing temperature, as expected. 
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F(T) Free-energy F 
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Figure 5.2: Free-energy F of the second order phase transitions of a superconductor as a 
function of temperature T, for arbitrary values Tc = 10, (3 = 1, A = 1 and where I = 1 is the 
blue curve and the curves for I = 10 (m red) and I = 100 (in black) are so close that they 
appear to coincide. Notice that the curves approach zero at a value of T which is less than 
Tc = 10 which was given. This appears to corroborate the existence of T Cn,w < Tc found in 
Chapter (3). 
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N(1) Number of electron paIrs In the condensate, N 
15 
T 
6 8 
Figure 5.3: Number of electron pairs III the condensate N of a superconductor as a functIOn 
of temperature T, for arbitrary values Tc = 10, f3 = 1, A = 1 and where I = 1 is the blue 
curve and the curves for I = 10 (in red) and I = 100 (in black) are so close that they appear to 
coincide. Notice that Nm= occurs at T = 0 and N decreases monotonically With increasing 
temperature. 
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Chapter 6 
Comparisons between exact 
calculations and numerical 
computations 
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--- ----------------------------~ 
6.1 Self-trapping comparison 
As can be seen from figure (6.1), the numerIcal programme is a good model for the self-
trapping in a nanowlre and agrees very well wIth the exact solution in the form of elliptic 
integrals. However an obvious limitatIOn of the programme IS that it is unable to detect a 
CrItIcal sIze (dependent on electron-phonon coupling g), below which self-trappIng doesn't 
occur, which the exact elliptic integral work predicts. 
Tables of results can also be compared for the exact analytical results obtained in Chapter 
2 and the numerical results detailed in table (51) in this chapter. It IS dIfficult to know 
whether a sIngle value of ellIptIc modulus k should be used to determine the exact solutIOn 
asymptotic, or whether a value of k should be chosen such that it corresponds to I = 20.9. 
We use 1(,j213) to calculate the x-axis intercept SInce It can be seen from (2.28) that 
J( ';2/3) = 0 
Table 6.1: Comparing properties of graphs for ID self-trappmg usmg exact and numerical solutions 
Numerical Programma ReIlUItS Exact Elliptic Integral Results 
• aaymptotic (l = 20 9) z_axis mtercept asymptotiC (k = 0 999999) asymptotic <' 1'1:1 20 9) z_axis Intercept (l( 
1 -00394 '25 -00417 -00417 237 
O. -000981 .. , -00104 .00104 .70 
0' -000139 11 05 -000167 -000160 11867 
001 000105 N/A -0000417 000172 237344 
An Important distInction between the programme results and the exact results is that the 
programme is unable to take Into account the fact that there is a restriction on ellIptic 
modulus k which In turn YIelds a crItical sIze Icr. 
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Figure 6.1: Graphs showing exact elliptic integral solution in red and the numerical pro-
gramme solution in blue, for g = 1 figure (6 .1a) and g = 0.5 figure (6.1b). An obvious 
limitation of the programme is that it is unable to detect a critical size (dependent on electron-
phonon coupling g), below which self-trapping doesn't occur, which the exact elliptic integral 
work predicts. 
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6.2 Superconductiv ity comparison: second order phase tran-
sition 
Figure (6.2) shows the exact elliptic integral solution in red and t he numerical programme 
solution in blue for 1 = I in the exact calculations (total system size 21) which is equivalently 
1 = 2 in the programme, for the superconducting free-energy. It can be seen that although 
the shapes are similar, there appears to be a scaling factor causing the difference between 
the results. An additional plot is included for the exact result scaled by a factor of 8 (purple 
curve). It appears as if an error has occurred in either my exact work or the numerical 
programme, as it can be seen that the blue and purple curves coincide remarkably well . 
Table 6.2: Comparing properties of graphs for ID superconducting nanowires using exact 
and numerical solutions 
Programme solution Exact solution Exact solut ion scaled (factor of 8) 
T=O T(0.98575) = 0.00327 T (0.98575) = 0.00327 
F = -470.584 F (0.98575) = -57.793 F(0.98575) = -462.346 
F=O F(O.OOl) = -2.28xI0- 12 F(O.OOl) = -1.82xlQ-ll 
T = 9.45 T(O.OOI) = 8.766 T(O.OOl) = 8.766 
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Figure 6.2: Graph showing exact elliptic integral solution in red and the numerical programme 
solution in blue, for l = 1 in the exact calculations (total system size 21) which is equivalently 
I = 2 in the programme, and for arbitrary values Tc = 10, f3 = 1, A = 1. It can be seen that 
although the shapes are similar, there appears to be a scaling factor causing the difference 
between the results. An additional plot is included for the exact result scaled by a factor of 8 
(purple curve). An error appears to have occurred in either my exact work or the numerical 
programme, as it can be seen that the blue and purple curves coincide remarkably well. 
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T 
Conclusion 
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Each of the research areas may be addressed separately with conclusions drawn. 
6.3 Self-trapping in a one dimensional nanowire of restricted 
size 
The result from this research shows that for a one dimensional quantum nanowlre subject to 
restriction by an infinite square potential well, a critical size for self-trapping occurs which is 
dependent on the electron-phonon coupling strength, ler = I(g). An electron may be trapped 
m a lattice simply due to the potential well, however in order for the electron to be self-
trapped (I e the electron becomes trapped due to the distortion in the lattice which its own 
presence creates) we find that I(g) 2: ler. The relationship is in fact given by: 
11"2 
I(g) 2: ler = 12g (6.1) 
Notice that as the strength of the interactions between electrons and phonons in the lattice 
1Ocreases, the cntical sIze at which self-trapping occurs becomes smaller. 
SImIlar results for one-dImensional periodIC boundary (nng) systems have been found by both 
Rashba [lJ and Wellein and Fehske [14J. However Wellein and Fehske also proposed that no 
such critical length should exist if the system has open ends. The results from chapter 2 
contradict Wellein and Fehske's proposal. The exact results that have been produced m 
chapter 2 of this thesis are the logical conclusion of a mathematical argument identical to 
Rashba's argument for a penodic system in all respects except the boundary condItIOns 
There is therefore no logical reason why the same method should not be used for an open 
ended system. 
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6.4 Restricted quasi one dimensional superconducting nanowire: 
second order phase transition 
The main result from the research m chapter 3 shows that at very small values of size I, 
the quantum nanowire IS only superconductmg at temperatures lower than the expected 
critICal temperature for superconductivity. This suppression of the critICal temperature for 
the onset of superconductivity in one-dimension is similar to the result for two dImensional 
superconductmg dIsks achieved by Sobnack and Kusmartsev [2J. 
6.5 Restricted quasi one dimensional nanowire: first order 
phase transition 
The result from thIs chapter shows that a nucleation barrier eXIsts for the first order tran-
SItIOn to occur. HIgher order terms in the Ginzburg-Landau equatIon are required for a full 
treatment of first order phase transitions. 
6.6 Comparisons between exact calculations and numerical 
computations 
6.6.1 Self-trapping 
The numerical programme developed in chapter 5 provides a very good approximation to the 
exact solution for the self-trappmg of a one-dImensIOnal nanowire from chapter 2 {see figure 
(6.1)). Clearly the programme is limited in that it cannot detect the critical size below which 
self-trapping does not occur, however the general shape and asymptotics of the numerical 
result {see table (6 1)). The critical size Icr arises in the exact calculation as a result of a 
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restriction on elliptic modulus k, which the numerical programme clearly cannot reproduce. 
6.6.2 Superconductivity: second order phase transition 
Comparing the results for the exact calculations in chapter 3 and the numerical programme 
in chapter 5 we see that although the general shape of the results are similar there is clearly 
an error m eIther the exact calculatIOns or the programme. FIgure (6.2) also mcludes a 
plotted curve which scales the exact function by a factor of 8. It can be seen that thIs curve 
agrees very well WIth the numeflcal programme result. Factors of 2 are common errors m 
calculatIOns and since the equations frequently involve cubes of numbers, it seems logical 
that 8 = 23 is a relatively easy error to account for. Therefore in conclusion, it is only an 
elementary scaling factor which causes the disagreement between exact and numerical results 
here, and not a more fundamental eITor. 
6.7 Suggestions for future research 
Findmg the error descflbed in section 6 6 2 above is an initial area of future research. 
One area that could be investigated further is the possibility of obtaining an exact stable 
solutIOn for the nanowlre system of first order phase transition. In order to do thIs It wJ11 
be necessary to introduce a 1/16 term mto the Gmzburg-Landau equation, and a solution may 
exist for thIs if the resulting integral for dl/l/dx can be reduced to a standard form elliptIC 
integral. 
The numeflcal programme may also be developed further. FIrstly it could be used to solve 
the first order phase tranSItion m the nanowlre system mentIOned above, includmg the higher 
order terms. 
Equally It could be modIfied so that the numerical sIze restflction is a result of a square 
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potential well, instead of the parabolic potential well. In order to do this a different set of 
wavefunctions wiIl need to be used which satisfy the appropnate boundary conditions for the 
square potential well restrictIOn. 
Finally the programme was designed to be scalable. If it IS decided that the solutions for the 
exact and numerical one dimensional problems are in suitable agreement, then the programme 
could be adapted to model two and three dimensIOnal quantum wells, which would find 
applications III quantum dot systems. 
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Appendix A 
Corrections to Rashba's paper [1] 
and Derivations for chapters 2-4 
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A.l Corrections to Rashba's 1994 paper [1] 
The Taylor expansions that Rashba used were published incorrectly and consequently the 
approximations quoted towards the end of Rashba's paper are incorrect. Equation (21) in 
Rashba's paper was published as: 
1 r l 2 (7r)43k4 
"4 ;)d1/J/dx) dx", "2 32g13 
In fact usmg the Taylor expansIOns derived m my thesIs thIs expression should be: 
111 (7r)4 k4 
- (d1/J/dx)2 dx '" - --4 _I 2 16gt3 
Similarly, equation (22) was published as' 
J(k) '" _ 7r
2 {1+ ~(1- (gl)cr)k4 } 
812 32 gl 
In fact It should be corrected to' 
Finally, equation (23) was published as' 
7r
2 { 12 ( )2} J(g) '" - 812 1 + 7r4 gl - (gl)cr 
This should be corrected to: 
J(g) '" - ~: { 1 + :4 (3(gl)2 - 5(gl)(gl)cr + 2(gl)~) } 
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(A 1) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A 6) 
A.2 Chapter 2 derivations, Self-trapping 
A.2.1 Position equation, equation (2.7) 
We consider that for the ground state energy 1/1 will have no nodes. Hence for 0 :5 x :5 I 
d1/l/dx:5 O. Hence we can use equation (2.4) to start with: 
Then we use separation of variables and a, band u defined as follows: 
to obtain the followmg. 
a,b= (->.'1' .. />,2+ gC)/g 
u = 1/12 
2ygx = 1b du u ../u(u - a)(b - u) 
Apply a shift of u = v + b/2, to give. 
2ygx= 1b, 2 dv v ../((b/2)2 - V2)(V + b/2 - a) 
Let v = (b/2)y. 
2ygx = Y 11 d y ../(1 - y2)((b/2)y + b/2 - a) 
Let y = cosw. 
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(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
(A 11) 
2 r;; rO dw 
vgx = - Jw ,j(b/2)cosw+b/2 a 
(A.12) 
Let 9 = w/2: 
(A.13) 
where the elliptIC modulus k and the elliptic argument J1. are defined as' 
k =';~ 
(A 14) 
( )
1/2 
/-I =sm- I ~ 
and F(/-I, k) is an elliptic integral of the first kind. 
A.2.2 Normalizability condition (2.11) 
The next stage IS to consider the normalization conditIOn. We start With the followmg 
equatIOn (which again can be obtained from equatIOn (24))' 
(A.15) 
By makmg the substitution u = ",2 and factoflzing usmg the values of a and b in (A 8), thiS 
becomes' 
fr b U du Vg = -;=~~~===;' o v'u(u - a)(b - u) 
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(A.16) 
By applY10g the same shift as before, i.e. u = v + b/2, it IS necessary to group together the 
first and third terms involv1Og u in the denomenator. This in turn means that the u/vu - a 
term doesn't simplify mcely and hence it IS necessary to subtract and add a m the numerator 
as follows' 
So this can be written as. 
r,; ~b (u-a+a)du yg-
- 0 ..ju(u - a)(b - u) 
~b VU - a du ~b du .,(9= +a o ..ju(b - u) 0 ..ju(u - a)(b - u) 
, , . , 
(A.17) 
(A.lS) 
Clearly, using section (A.2.1) when u = 0 we see that h = 2aK(k)/~, where K(k) is a 
complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 
Now to calculate Ir we follow the same steps for mampulation as in section (A.2.1) in order 
to achieve: 
Ir = 2Vb - aE(k) 
Hence we have the normalization condition' 
.,(9=2~E(k)+~ b-a 
A.2.3 Length expression, I, equation (2.12) 
Multiply equation (2 11) by ..jg(b - a) to obtam 
VgVb - a = 2(b - a)E(k) + 2aK(k) 
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(A.19) 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
Rearrange equation for elliptIc modulus (2.8) and substItute 10 the boundary bondition equa-
tion (2.10) to obtain an expression for b: 
= k2 (K(k»)2 
b g I(k) (A 22) 
Then rearrange equation (2.8) again to obtain an expression for a. 
(A.23) 
Now use these expressIOns and equation (2.10) to obtain the following expression for I: 
l(k) = 2K(k) (K(k)(k2 - 1) + E(k» 
g 
A.2.4 Eigenvalue expression, A (2.15) 
The expression for A can be obtained simply using (26). (2.8) and (2.10) as follows. 
A.2.5 Equation (2.21) 
(A 24) 
Again. using separation of variable on equation (24) and the factorization presented in equa-
tion (2 5) we see that the starting point is: 
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(A.25) 
Integrate I by parts and then subtract and add b and a to the numerators of both expressions 
in the integrand respectively to get: 
(A.26) 
=> 31 
Hence we can wn te thIs as: 
31= ,;g[(a+b)(A+B)_ (a-b)(A_B)] 
2 2 2 (A 27) 
By calculating (A + B) and (A - B) we see that it is possIble for these to be wrItten in 
terms of the expressIOns already obtained for the boundary condition equation (2.10) and the 
normalizability condition (2.11), to give a final expression for the mtegral I as. 
I(k, I) =! J~I(d1/J/dx)2dx = ~~~t [E(k) + (k2 - 1)K(k)] 
(A.28) 
=> I(k) = 48(K(k)(kt Il+E(k)J' 
A.3 Chapter 3 derivations, second order phase transitions 
A.3.1 Minimization calculations (3.4) 
The kinetic energy term in the Free Energy can be mampulated VIa mtegratlon by parts and 
using the boundary conditions, equation (3.3): 
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l ' (d1/l)2 [d1/l]' l' d21/1 - dx = -1/1 - 1/1- dx -I dx ,dx -I, -I dx2 (A.29) 
Functional analysis states that for any functional F[1/I], the functional derivative of/o1/l can 
be found as follows: 
So we can write 
J of dF = FI1/I + 01/1] - FI1/I] = 01/1 01/1 dx (A.30) 
= J:, h":. ( 1jJf',1/1 +01/1[;,.1/1 + 1/1[;,.01/1 + ~) + 0:(1/12 + 21/101/1 + f.'!) 
_0 -0 
+~ (1/14 + 41/1301/1 + ~1/I201/l2 + 41/101/13 + 01/14)] dx 
• 
where we have neglected orders of magnitude smaller than 01/1. 
Now, using integration by parts twice and boundary conditions (equatIOn (3.3)): 
Hence we can use 
J:, 1/IM1/I dx = [1/IV01/l]-',- J:, Vo1/lV1/I dx 
'-,,--' 
-0 
= - [V1/Io",]-'/ + J:/ 01/1[;,.1/1 dx 
'-,,--' 
-0 
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(A 31) 
(A 32) 
(A.33) 
to obtam the functional derivative of/fn/! from equation (A.30): 
(A.34) 
A.3.2 Position equation, equation (3.10) 
We consider that for the ground state energy q, will have no nodes. Hence for 0 :=; x :=; I 
dq,/dx :=; O. Hence we can use equation (3.7) to start WIth: 
(A.35) 
Then use separation of variables and a, band u are defined as follows: 
a, b = (-& 'F V &2 - SNC)/(PN) 
(A 36) 
to obtain the followmg. 
2x r;;N = la du Y PiV u tutu - a)(u - blP/2 (A 37) 
Apply a shIft of u = v + a/2. 
E la/2 dv 2xy{3N = 
v .,j((a/2)2 - v2)(b - a/2 - v) (A.38) 
Let v = -(a/2)y. 
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r;::: 1-1 d 2xV{JN= - Y 
y ';(1 - y2)(b - a/2 + (a/2)y) (A.39) 
Let y = cosw. 
2xJ{JN f" dw 
= w V(aj2)cosw+b-aj2 
(A 40) 
Let e = w/2. 
(A,41) 
'* 2xJ (IN = ~(K(k) - F(/L, k)) 
where the ellIptic modulus k and the ellIptic argument J1. are defined as: 
k = v1 
(A,42) 
and F(/L, k) is an ellIptic mtegral of the first kind and K(k) is a complete ellIptIc mtegralof 
the first kind. Note that when x = I, this means that u = 0 and hence It = 0 by equation 
(A 42) and also F(O, k) = O. So the first quantization becomes IJ {IN = K(k)/v'b (see 
equation (3.13). 
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A.3.3 'Normalizability' condition, equation (3.14) 
The next stage is to consider the 'normalIzatIOn condition'. We start wIth the followmg 
equation (whIch again can be obtained from (3.7)) 
(AA3) 
By making the substitution u = </>2, equation (A 43) becomes: 
1 J.4 U du 
1 = fiN 0 yu(u - a)(u - b) (AA4) 
By applymg the same shift as before, i.e. u = v + a/2, it is necessary to group together the 
first and second terms involving u in the denomenator. ThIs m turn means that the u/ Vu - b 
term doesn't simplify nicely and hence It is necessary to subtract and add b in the numerator 
as follows: 
1 J.4 (u-b+b)du 
1 = fiN 0 yu(u - a)(u - b) (A 45) 
So thIS can be written as. 
J/3N=J.4 (u-b)du +bJ.4 du 
o yu(u - a)(u - b) 0 yu(u - a)(u - b) 
--..:.-;.....".. ....;..;,-~, , . ' 
(AA6) 
=1I =12 
Clearly, using section (A 3 2) we see that 12 = 2vbK(k) where k = Ya/b. 
Now to calculate h we follow the same steps for manipulation as in section (A.3 2) m order 
to achieve. 
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h = -2VbE(k) (A.47) 
where k = ..; a/b as before. 
Hence we have the normalization condition' 
Vim = 2Vb(K(k) - E(k)) (A.48) 
where k = ..; a/b 
A.3.4 Length expression, I, equation (3.15) 
Multiply equation (3.14) by Vb{3N to get equation (A 49). 
Vb{3N = 2b(K(k) - E(k)) (A.49) 
Rearrange equation (3.13) to get expressIOns for band Vb{3N and substitute these into 
equation (A 49). Cancellmg down and slight rearrangement gives the expression for length 
(equation (3.15)). 
A.3.5 it expression, equation (3.16) 
The expression for (; can be obtamed sImply using equatIOns (39), (3.11) and (3.13) as 
follows' 
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A.3.6 Equation (3.35) 
=~ (IN 
Again, usmg separatIOn of varIable on equatIOn (3.7) and the factorizatIOn presented m equa-
tion (3.8) we see that the starting point is: 
[i;;:; ("ma. 
= 2V /3N io [(</>2 - a)(</>2 - b)]1/2d</> 
, ' 
• I 
Integrate I by parts and use boundary condItIOns equatIOn (3 6) to obtain equation (A.50). 
(A 50) 
Then subtract and add a and b to the numerators of both expressions in the mtegrand 
respectively to obtain equation (A.51). 
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Hence 
31 - 14>m .. ~2 - b 14>m .. J q,2 - a 
- -a ~ dei> -b ~b dq, 
o ~ -a 0 ~ -
, . . , 
... ... 
A B 
'* 31 = _~a(A + B) - b;a(B - A) 
By bringing together the integrals A and B III equatIOn (A,51) it is possIble to see that the 
expressions already obtained for the boundary condition equation (3,13) and the 'normaliz-
ability' condition (3 14) can be used to give the final expressIon' 
(A,51) 
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A.3.7 Derivatives of Elliptic Integrals, equation (3.53) 
K(k} _ j,w/2 dO 
- 0 (I k2 8m2 8)1/2 
~ 8kK (k) = JoW/ 2 -A[1 - k2 sin2 0]-1/2 dO 
//1'/2 ksm2 (J dO 
= 0 (1_k2 8m2 0)3/2 (A.52) 
~ 8kkK (k) j,w/2 8 ( ksm' 0 ) dO 
= 0 W;; [I k' sm' OJ3/2 
_ ~7r/2 sm2 8 3k2 sm4 e dB 
- 0 [1_k2 sI020]3/2 + [1 k2sm2O]S/2 
E(k} = J;/2(1- k2sin20}I/2 dO 
~ 8 kE(k} = JoW / 2 -A [1 - k2 sin2 OP/2 dO 
j,w/2 ksm2 0 dO 
= 0 (1_k2sm2 O)1/2 (A.53) 
~ 8kkE (k) j,w/2 8 ( ksm'O ) dO 
= 0 W;; [I k' SIn' 0]1/2 
_ j,W/2 sm2 e k2 sm' 0 dO 
- 0 [I k2 8m2 Op/2 [1_k2 8m2 6]3/2 
AA Chapter 4 derivations, first order phase transitions 
Equations for position (4 10), second quantization (4.14), length (4.15), & (4.16) and the 
integral expressIOn in the free energy (4.24) can all be derived in the same way as the self-
trappmg equatIOns (see appendix (A.2}), and by substituting -g = SN and -oX = &. 
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Appendix B 
Self-trapping programme code 
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The following is a copy of the Mathematica programme code for the modelling of a restricted 
i-dimensional system in which self-trapping occurs. 
OI'[IIIIJ. ..... ...,.) 
OffC_al •• _llJ 
OUC_al,._IU) 
._ of l00po 10., LcU'a.,ioa aM ,,_~_ •• , 
1~.20, 
Cl.uCa, ..-.1_. _. -.1., ~. ~ ... 1. A..l" 8) 
p·:1I 
f{D_. "_I .,.. ........ , 
........ of loop. 10., 1_tlr. ___ 
1~.200, 
".lat~tel'(II. _) 11 .. 1:). {a. __ • _})I 
a_t .. r ... lel-' ,D, 1, PI. (a. 1. 11)) 
"fI. 
'd,,"1 
0e..hul.dq tu .il' ...... 1 .... aDd .il' ...... "~r. of th. 8oaoaUaallllity "'''1'1" "I 
...... [DiagoMlaatd .. (Jligaft1 .... [ ... _tlll lIe 
~-·[·-"III. 
V·"(~··I"11 
U%Jno • z-., .. (V) "1 
Prlatc"ealCNh .... thol lquar. _" I .......... of u... .,1_ ... 1 ... _tra 0) 
J'u.lll.blpUtrl_tdahnl['O' A _11 
_t%Jno".D~t .. hll, ... tl"ltig_l_[ ___ tllJJ 1,. 
PdDt["o..ct lquaro ... .,t r.. ........ of 
.iv_DVal ... _1 .. 1:0: by .... 1»!J 1t to l'hld 14."U"1' _"d" "I 
IlootUlWo A aootUWA 
'rlDtC"CO"'''''''''t root i ........... of ." ..... ., "I 
_t~_t.l'II1l1_11fr[v ~A _I 1, • 
• d .. tC·a.. .. k Rootfn __ t 1'101<1 .• i_Uel' _td .. "I 
_t~_t ._t aoouar. __ tll. 
,dDtc"er.lolll_ ... KiD.U." .... rvJ' lI&t.ri .. "J 
0,.1[., .. ] 0,.1[.,.] 
_ .. [0,.11.,.] 0,.1[-. ., .... ' 
It!.IIJMt .. 'I' .. lel-' (a, 1, 'h (a, 1, ,)I 
,ri .. tl"C.1" .. 1 .. t. ,,,t_ti .. l aa .. ovy Jleuia "] 
I[a,.) 11., ,",]llal, .]1[111 •• ) 
~. :rategl'ata[l(a. ,",]1(-. .]1(111. a] 1[111, '"'], 
( ...... -I ...... _tioalo .. h(al.h[II1J •• "I.J .... !d]) ~l' 
~tCoIo!poa_ta .. 'I'''la(~. {a. 1. ,I. (-. 1. p), (d, 1. ,,. (Ill. 1, p)J 
'~1 .. t["e.l""1 .. t ......... 1>1 ..... t_U.l .... ovy .. tr1. ") 
rl[., '"'1'[11,.) 
_.:r..t~ta[rl[ ••• ) I[a, a), ( ••••• _I ...... _u-. .. a.r .... ] )011 
_.'1' .. 1111-' { •• 1. pi. (a, 1, p)J 
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II r;; F} IF 'F}} "1/2"' -,- • -'-'16 
{{l 25331,0 ]13l2'}. (O 313329, 0 234996)} 
Cd1:ulat.lng the Squara Root tnvarv •• of the Norm.!i .. abill.ty Matrix 
CalCl.llat1ng the dge"valu •• and eigenvectore of the No"""U •• bUity Matrix 
(II 34;11.0 ). (O .0146311)) 
(Il 53304,1 ). (-0 283042, 1 )} 
{U 53304, -0 283042}. {l .1 )1 
{{O 262049,0 07417081. (-0 262049, 0 925829)} 
Calculate the Square Root Invane of the -'g.nvalue lllalrix 
( I 2SJll 0 313329) o 313329 0 234996 
I (Q 863225, 0 If 10 • 2 61433)} 
Check SqtI.ra Root Invene of eiganvalue matrix by u81ng it to yield identlty matrix 
(II .0 ). (0 .1 )} 
Con.truet root lIwer •• of NornHat 
(10 "3106, -0 458876), (-0 458876, 2 48US)1 
Check RootInvNo:rmMat yield. identity .... trix 
(U • -2 220451(10-11 ), 18 32667xl0 n, 1 }) 
Caleuhte Kinetic Energy Hatrh: 
(e 11' (-2 + 2 m) x- J a. _ 2 e It' X-I aa) (e-·· (-2 + 2 nl X-h2n _ 2 e x' X l.~n) 
II r;; F} I F 7 F}} ,,"i' --,- . --,-. -,-,-
CdCI.Ilate Potential Energy Matrix 
C&lC\llate Harmonlc Potential Energy Matrix 
e 2x' X 2.2. 2n 
II F 'F} I,F 15 F }} .. • 16 • 16' 64 
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ueCl_ 0, 
eval...iJt._ 01 
eval. _ 0, 
rho _ {h 
Ulecm._rgeZLtJYdu •• _ (), 
U1eig-.y.t~a1_. _ 0 I 
Ul-..rgy.7Te1 __ • 0, 
-COO4iDat •• arr.y CClr plottiDg grap~-, 
Plot.rval_. _ 0, 
·Gr.phtCl. ~ay _ .tor •• graph. for .ac=b 
9al_ of go .0 tbey CQ b. plottK all together at the 1tDd·, 
JPlot •• UI 
·HIDIb.r of loop. for numb.r of CI1r't ••• , 
wl00p. _ <I, 
·'1'abl. of pClil:at. for zaxi. to be u.e4 for .acb g1:.pb-, 
zazt •• '1'&1>1.[&, (x, 1, 20.t, 0 1)11 
·s.t. 9.1_. for g., 
gTal ___ (1, 0.5, 0.2, O.Olh 
·s.t. coloura for 11' curv •• -, 
plotcolow:_ {(O.7, 1, 1), (O.Ut, 1, 1). (0 t, 1, 0), (0.8, I, 1»)1 
I'O:l:'[w. 1, w < .Ioop. +1, 
·Ra_ •• t. tb ••• arraya for .aell Dew _Iu. of 11'., 
.iganay.t~alu ••• (h 
-..qyJVd_. - (h 
ecm._rgentJYalu ••• (), 
·Picka a_c.ai_ 9al_a of 11' to UII. fs-c. array defiDed aboYa., 
I' • .".1_.[ [wJ J. 
-Gi_ the .tutiDg "al_ of langtb 1·, 
I_I, 
J'or[y _I, Y < 1100pa + 1, 
• •••• t. tb ••• array. for .ac:h ~ "alue of langtb 1·, 
-..rgy.7. (), 
.iianayat ... rray. (). 
-Start the it.ratiOD witb a DOr.al:l.SK "aCltor, ... , 
.tart _ (I. 0), 
lIVal __ t t Part [.ta:l:'t, DJ Part [atart. aJ HIla, 
-_. 
I.. _tart IWalu' I, 
Appand'1'O[ueCl, I.J, 
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-Initiating tbe CQnv.~gent loop for s=I-, 
•• 1, 
, . ~ 
z. .. - Ll"part[l.. Il] Part Ca., a] ba, 
2 a-l._l 
.. ~ . ~ 
V. - Ll" L L. 'antJ., DJ put[l., aJ PuttA-, nl] Part lA, al] VDD1a1, 
2 ao1.ol. .. 1-1-.1_:1. 
E. _,_ ttPU't[J.. DJ Part tA., _] JIz:Ia, 
2 14 .. 1_1 
J.pSz._pv+..!., 
.. 
-Minimis. J wrt aa, 
alAS-l.X1ILia1 •• [J. p], 
a.lD.t.-bo .. Part[.art[aiDiaal, 2), IJ, 
PflAWa p I. a!DJ.awIrbo, 
E 
:I .. (~&) - (PfIA'IV) + p;;:;a' 
-Store .uGc ••• ift •• 1 __ of __ u4 _rgy :I.' 
Appen4To[rbo, pnew], 
AppeJl4'ro[euzgyJ. :Ill 
VIIa. t .t 'arttl.. Ill) partII.. al.] VIIIml.a1, 
11104.1-1 
-Take lIliniaua algenvalua aDd. eorr •• poncUng aigenvactoJ;' of _triz Z·, 
e .. IIlga:.,.l __ [%] , 
... ailjJ-.yat_[Z], 
·.lg-.yat_ fuDotiOlL pr1D.ta algen".la.e. followed by th. 
CI~.~D4iAg aig __ atora ill the C01:r •• pondiDg podt1ODa. All.,.. the 
Unt aigcl.valUII :I. .. a1D1aua - Clan it the pe ••• 'l'heII. loop ~ 
tile nat. of the algenval_a. If *AY of tbe otber .. an ... 11_ th&D. 
pe •• , raplaca gue •• with thi_ :11_ alII.1aua aigell_lue. 'l'beD take 
the algeDv.otOZ' iD. the oorraapoA4ing podtiOlL &114 aozaali •• :It.-, 
SJIW ••• (.[(1, 1]]. &[[2, IJJ" 
Forti. 2. 1< P .1. IfI.[[1. IU < Pnt,[;utI ••• 1]. ;uti ••• (.[[1. I)] •• [[2. :l.J J))1 :I. •• J 
" • 'ut [;uti ••• 1], 
.... CIllW. P.:t:t[gu. •••• 2], 
JrV'alu. tt.utt--=-. DJ Put[ ____ • aJ_, 
.. 1 .. 1 
I. • __ cnew /lIV.1uao " 
·StoS'a tbe e:l.gegy.t •• e:l.~"'.lua •• ~ e:l.geZt.".lu aZt.4 CloZTtl.pon4:LDg 
DO:raaI:l..a4 a:l.gaZt._ctor •• 0 that S'a.ult. aay be cbeckad 1.tall' I! Zt.eCa •• aZ'Y·' 
AppaZt.drole:l.ganey.t_S'Z'.y •• ], 
AppaZt.4To[ava1a:LZt.. A], 
AppaZI.dTo[."..t.. 8], 
Appaa4'To[avac. I.], 
-%Zt.:lt:l.albe & tut "alue o! eZt.at"gy i •• 0 that • Whila loop 
c_ ba ua4. ma.lly Dead • DoWhila loop ha:t:a :I._ta.4 to .vo:l.4 
lI'ep1:1.cat:l.Zt.g the ._ co4e. ~II' Xa~t:l.c. doe_'t ba_ 0De.-, 
ite.t ... 1u-
G, 
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lIh1le[ (s < loop. + 1) •• (Ab.r:l- jt •• t"al_J ) 0.001), 
s++, 
jt •• tvalu •• j, 
E. ~ ttpart[.a., DJ Part [.a., .J EDa, 
2 ""_1 
v • .! 2:2: 2: 2: P.rt[A, DJ Part [A •• ) Part [.a., DIJ Part [A. u) v-lal, 
2 _la.,J. U-Ia1-1 
E. -'-ttpart[.a., DJ Part [.a., aJ 1IDa, 
2 1· _1.." 
J ap1K, .. PV+..!., 
.. 
"1IiDiaiS. J wrt 0·, 
.!.Diad. Ilbaiaisa[':. p], 
ai.D.~boaPart[Part[ai.D.u.l, 2J, III 
PAaw. p I. :aiD.iaumrbo, 
j • (pnaw2 I.) - (pAawV) + _E_ • 
...... 
·Stora .ucca •• iva "al_. o~ cmaw aDd -rvY j., 
AppaDCSTo[rbo, PDaWJ, 
AppcdTo tClervYJ. j J , 
"COD.t.n1Ct. Pot.ant.i.l 1Iat.rix", 
V,Qaa t t Part [A, DIJ P.rt[A. UJ 'VDIIDl..al, 
-.J.d-.J..J. 
PaDct.ion.l.»lat.. Tllble[JDa, (D, 1, p). {a. 1, p}], 
Z.200t.1DvtIo:mllat.l'uDct.iODal.JXat.200t.XDv!I'oEdat, 
·T.k. aillimua .ig.l1value and corre.pondillg' .iganv.ct.or of _t.rix X"' 
8 a .igallv.lue. [ZJ, 
• a .ig-.yat_[Z), 
gu._ •• (_[[1, IJJ, a[[2, IJJh 
I'or[iaa. i<p+l. 
1f[.[[1. iJ] <l'art[gu. •• ,lJ. gua ••• (.[[1, ill •• [[2. iJ]}]J i++) 
A.P.rt.[gu •••• l)' 
avacmawaPart[gua ... aJ. 
:IN.l'lle_ t2:lIaz:travacmaw. DJ Part[...,.cmaw •• J a., 
~,~ 
A. ava=- I n.l_' ., 
·Store the ai~t-. eiflaDval __ • ~ .icr_v.l_ aDd COn-•• pcm4iDcr 
ncn:aal.ise4 .igaDvector. ao that re.ul.t. _y be chacka4 later i~ neceaaary-, 
AppaDCft'o[.iganayat_rray, .J, 
AppaDCSTo[avalaiD. All 
AppaD4'l'o[."ala.8h 
AppaDCft'o[."ec. AJ, 
cODvazv-tjvalaa a :I, 
]. 
"ez:.at. array. of conv.rlltmt anarllY valu •• ", 
AppaDd1'o[CODvaJ:gantJVdaaa. CODVeqalltj".laa], 
AppaDd1'o[eigaswyat_al_a •• igaDayat_rrayJ, 
Appanc!'l'o[aIl.rgyJTala ••• ClergyJJ, 
lal+O.l,y++], 
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-er •• t. U.ae (It point. to plot-, 
plotpoiDt •• '1'Cla[{:uzia[[iJJ. con_rpnt.7Val_a[[i]l). (1,1, 1.100pa)], 
AppIlD4To[.lotJYal .. a, plotpoiAtal' 
-Generate _4 .tora .aeh gTaph for •• ch go curva-, 
JlI'lotaLbtPlot[plotpointa, PlotRange-t ({00, 20 9}. {-a I, 0 8}}. 
PlotJoined ... True, PlotStyle -+ (HUe [plotcolour[ [w, Ill, 
plotcolourllw, 2)). plotcolou:r[[w. 3111. Thickneu[O OOI)}. 
PlotLabel ... Pontl'orm[-i'unctional J-, (·Belvetica-BoldObl1que--. 14) 1. 
Axe.Label .. {PontPorm[·l-. (-Timell-Boldltalic·. 140) I. 
FontForm [-J(l) ... {-Timea-Boldltalic·. 14} 1 ). DefaultFont-> 
{-Helvetica-Obl1que·, 12}. ImagaSize -:> 500, DhplayFullction -> Identity], 
J,ppeD4To[.Dlota. nlot], 
J,ppeD4To(UlCoD:".ZV_t.rvaluea, CODTeqez&tJYalu •• ] I 
~o[Al.l.i~t.."al_ ••• ig-..y.~lu •• ] I 
J,ppllD4TolI.11_a1l:;yJYalu •• , _.~.1_.] I 
w.+], 
-Dra. graph of .11 go curva.-, 
lfuaeZ'icalber9)'Ou»b.- Sb.ow[nloU. 
I'lot:aan.we _> {{Of 2l}. (-0.1. 0.8}}. Dbplayl'lmctioa-> .$Di8playranc=tioa], 
-.e.ted. arTay. COl1tail1ing all raw data of x-
lllI:i. _d COIlVez,!l.nt el1&z,SJY value. u.ed. to dI' •• SI cuZ'V •• - J 
1'1otJ\P&lue. 
J(l) 
08 
06 
04 
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Second order phase transition 
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The following is a copy of the Mathematica programme code for the modelling of a restricted 
one rumensional superconducting system: second order phase transitions. 
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Nor-thabiUty 
II G: .,ff} l.,ff '.,ff}} 
" 2' • .. • ..' 16 
((1 2Sl31, 0 lIU2:~), (0 lUU9, 0 .230199111) 
Calaulati1\9 the Square Root Invervee of the NOTIIIIIlhability Matrix 
Calauletl1\9 the .i9<lnvaluee and ei'llenvectora of the IknWal:laabUity NIItl'ix 
fll l .. 2. 0 J, {O .0 lUlllll 
III SHO ... 1 I. (~O 2830012. 1 )} 
III 5HO ... _0 2830421. 11 .1 11 
/(02620"',0 07417(8). (-o 2620"'. 0 92582911 
Calaulate t.he Square Root Inveree of the eigenvelue .. trie 
1
1 2S331 0 31332') 
o 313321 0 23..,9' 
{fO 863225.0 }. (0 .2 6Ul3}) 
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(fl .0 ). (0 .1 11 
eonetnlc!: 1'OOt. inveree of No~t. 
{f0 99310'. -0 .. S887'}, {~O 0158876, 2 U .... S}} 
Check RootJnvNor1llM&t yielde identity INItl'ix 
{{l • -2 220tSxlo·If }. (a 32667xlo·lY.l }) 
Celaul&te Potential Bnel'9!" Matl"ix 
Calau1&te Harmonic potential Bnorgy Matrix 
{{ .,ff '.,ff} I'.,ff 15.,ff}} 
.. ' 16 • 16' 6 .. 
SlIpercond\lctin'll t .... in en.~ functional 
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__ 0· (h 
_alain. (h 
_al •• 0, 
rho. (h 
1IV.1u.Lh~. n, 
Ulcca.,.:rgINltB'Val_ •• O. 
Ulcca"':rgINltJ'Yal_ •• (). 
UleigeDqa~_l_ •• (), 
UllNlllrgyJval_ •• (h 
U1Coa.,.:rgu.t&vah. (),. 
-Coo4iDa~a. array for plo~~inw papha-, 
PloU'n.l_a. {h 
'lotlltYal .... {h 
-ftaphio. aZ'Z'ay •• ~oZ'e. paplYi for •• eb 
"a1_ of iO .0 tb.y OUl. b. p1o~~.4 all togatbar a~ tb. eD4-. 
J'P1o~ •• (), 
1IP1o~ •• (h 
-Jl\mbar of 100pa for lumb.r of c:urv •• - • 
• 100p •• 3. 
-Tabl. of poiD~. for :uxt. ~o b. u •• 4 for •• cb papb·, 
xaxh_Tabla[x. (x. 0.10. O.l)}, 
·S.~. va1u •• for b.~a-. 
l"al_. so (1. 10. 100. 1000h 
-s.t. colour. for b.~a curv •• -. 
p10too1o=_ ((0.1.1.1). (O."'. 1, 1), (0.'. 1, 0), (O.B, 1, 1». 
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Claar[lIVal_l 
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.tart. (1, 0l, 
Jro:r:aValu.a. t t "art [al:&rl:. 11) "ar~ [.~.r~. _) ba, 
--, 
..... tart /.fnaValua' I, 
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•• _,_ t.tl'art[A. DJ Part[A. -I BDa, 
214 .... 1.01 
8. er tt.U't[ .... DJ Pas-c.[ .... aJ SD.I 
_1_, 
W_b ••• - (E •••• ) I (2 VlI 
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rvalue_nalue (~Z.). (pa.wllVal_V) +.+ ~). 
·S"'u ~c ••• l'" val_. of =- ud __ rgy ~.J 
AppeD4'ro[rbo, ~] J 
Appea41'o[_rwJ', fval_h 
va.. i: t tu-t[l., 11.1] 'U't[I.,.J.] VIImllal, 
Dldabl. 
- ... _ ....... .-.~.av.1U.VDa. p!4.w3Z14 
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L!8tplot [plotpoints. PlotJoined~ True, PlotStyle-t- {Hue[plotcolour[ [wo 1]], 
plotcolour[[w, 2]]. plotcolour[[w, 31]1, Thicknesl!I[O 0011}, 
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PlotFYalu •• 
Plotlfvalu •• 
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